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Top quality safety products 
to keep your workers safe. 
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There are three vital components to consider 
when selecting a fall protection system, often 
referred to as the ABC's of fall protection. 

The ABC's of Fall Protection are:

 • Anchorage
 • Body Support or Wear
 • Connecting Device

All components must be used together and 
be working properly to protect from a fall. 
While all components are essential, the most 
critical of the three is the connecting device. 
The connecting device will receive the most 
significant impact during a fall, and it must 
withstand that force. 

ANCHORAGE/ANCHOR CONNECTOR

OSHA defines anchorage as a secure point 
of attachment onto a structure. An anchor 
connector is a component used to attach the 
connecting device to the anchor, such as a 
beam anchor. 

BODY SUPPORT OR WEAR

Body support or wear is worn around the torso, such as a full-body harness. Full-body harnesses distribute 
fall arrest forces over the upper thighs, pelvis, chest, and shoulders. The harness will have a connection point 
centered on the back, which will be used to attach the connecting device.

CONNECTING DEVICE

Connecting devices, such as shock-absorbing lanyards or retractable lifelines, join the body support and 
anchorage or anchor connector. The shock-absorbing lanyard is meant to absorb the energy produced by 
a fall, reducing the impact felt by the user. 

A
ANCHORAGE

Beam Anchor

B
Body Support 
Full Body Harness

C
Connecting Device 

Self-Retracting Lifeline (SRL)

At US Safety Equipment, we work hard to bring you the safety products you need with the quality your workers 
deserve. We offer a large variety of safety equipment products required by most contractors, many with a 
range of options to suit your specific needs. 

We are confident you will find the safety equipment solution you need from our top-notch supplier. We look 
forward to working with you to offer the safety your job deserves.

US Safety Equipment is a subsidiary of National Tool Grinding, Inc. in Erie, Pennsylvania. 

ABOUT US SAFETY EQUIPMENT

THE ABC'S OF FALL PROTECTION
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The diagram below illustrates how to calculate fall distance clearances using a standard 6' shock absorbing 
lanyard. If you have any questions or are unclear about any aspect of fall protection, please feel free to give us 
a call at 1-800-331-2973 or contact us via email at NTGproducts@yahoo.com. We're happy to help!

CALCULATING FALL DISTANCE

WORKING LEVEL

LOWER LEVEL OR OBSTRUCTION
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HARNESS OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES

Quick ship items will be shipped in 1-2 business days, depending on when the order is placed. Items that are 
"non-stock" typically require 5-7 business to ship.

HARNESS OPTIONS
All options are non-stock and will increase ship time to 5-7 business days.

Option A: Shoulder pads (two pieces) $16.25

Option F: Leg pads (two pieces) $31.25

Option P: Removable, washable, retrofit back and shoulder pad (one piece) $43.75

HARNESS ACCESSORIES
All accessories are stock items.

1418 - 18" x 1-3/4" D-ring extension strap with D-ring on one end and 
locking snap on the other end. $38.20

TL3 - Single leg tool lanyard $19.55

U-Step - Two compact, lightweight 'packs' that easily attach to the left and right sides of 
a full-body harness. If a worker should fall, they can pull the webbing from the 'packs' 
and connect the locking clasps creating an adjustable loop. The worker can then step on
the webbing alleviating harness pressure and suspension trauma. $28.45

COLOR OPTIONS

All harnesses are stocked in yellow except for the Stratos Line, which comes standard in green. Other available 
webbing colors are lime, orange, orange 2 (darker), red, blue, evergreen, gray, and black. 
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BODY HARNESSES & VESTS

22950 STRATOS CROSS-CHEST STYLE

• 4 point adjustment cross-chest design with chest D-ring
• Meets and exceeds OSHA and ANSI standards
• Grommet/tongue buckle leg straps
• Comes standard in Green/Black webbing

The STRATOS Series full-body harnesses come standard in green, but alternate webbing colors are available. 
All harnesses feature Strato-lite leg and shoulder or back pads. Strato-lite padding enhances breathability and 
controls moisture through the use of open-celled air mesh, providing ultimatum comfort. 

HARNESS OPTIONS FOR STRATOS HARNESSES:

Option B: Hip D-rings for positioning
Option D: Shoulder D-rings
Option 9: Additional back D-ring with extension strap
      built into harness
Option H: Chest D-ring
Option U-Step: Suspension trauma straps

STRATOS COLOR OPTIONS

ITEM CODE: PRICE:

STANDARD SIZES: S-M, L-XL
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STRATOS HARNESSES

22650B STRATOS VEST STYLE

• 5 point adjustment cross-chest design with chest D-ring
• Meets and exceeds OSHA and ANSI standards
• Grommet/tongue buckle leg straps
• Comes standard in Green/Black webbing

ITEM CODE: PRICE:

US1-22950 $289.48

US1-22650B $276.60
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22850BH-ALT

• 6 point adjustment with removable tool belt 
• Meets and exceeds OSHA and ANSI standards
• Chest D-ring and hip positioning D-rings
• Grommet/tongue buckle leg straps, 
• Removable positioning/suspension saddle with D-rings
• Comes standard in Green/Black webbing

ITEM CODE: PRICE:

22970 STRATOS CROSS-CHEST STYLE

• 4 point adjustment cross-chest design with chest D-ring
• Meets and exceeds OSHA and ANSI standards
• Quick-connect bayonet leg straps
• Comes standard in Green/Black webbing

ITEM CODE: PRICE:

22850B STRATOS CONSTRUCTION STYLE

• 6 point adjustment cross-chest design with chest D-ring
• Hip positioning D-rings
• Meets and exceeds OSHA and ANSI standards
• Comfort waist pad & removable tool belt, grommet/tongue buckle leg straps
• Comes standard in Green/Black webbing

ITEM CODE: PRICE:

US1-22850BH-ALT $461.45

US1-22970 $289.48

US1-22850B $356.10
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550 LIGHT DUTY HARNESS

• Rust proof brass grommets
• ASTM standard hardware plating for corrosion resistance
• 6 point adjustment and permanently attached waist belt
• EZ-Slide back D-ring keeps workers vertical after a fall
• Chest strap featuring simple pass-thru buckle
• Lumbar straps in rear protects worker from rear release
• Simple and quick shoulder strap adjustments 
• Meets or exceeds all applicable fall-arrest systems standards including: 
  OSHA, ANSI and the stringent ANSI Z359

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE: 

500 SERIES LIGHTWEIGHT HARNESSES NOT PICTURED
ITEM CODE: DESCRIPTION: PRICE:

WITH HIP POSITIONING D-RINGS

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

631 LIGHTWEIGHT UNIVERSAL BODY HARNESS

• ASTM standard hardware plating for corrosion resistance
• 3-point adjustment system for accurate sizing
• EZ-Slide back D-ring keeps workers vertical after a fall
• Perfect-fit chest strap with easy to use pass-thru buckle, sewn in place to 
  prevent user maladjustment
• Meets or exceeds all applicable fall-arrest systems standards including:   
  OSHA, ANSI and the stringent ANSI Z359
• Additional rear lumbar straps provide security against rear worker release

WITH HIP POSITIONING D-RINGS

US1-530-S 530 Full body harness with mating buckle leg straps $125.85
US1-570-S 570 Full body harness with super-quick bayonet buckles on the chest and legs $154.80

US1-550-S $125.85 S (32-40)
US1-550-M $125.85 M (36-44)
US1-550-L $125.85 L (40-48)
US1-550-XL $132.15 XL (44-52)
US1-550-2X $138.75 2X (48-56)
US1-550-3X $145.65 3X (52-60)

US1-550B-S $144.60 S (32-40)
US1-550B-M $144.60 M (36-44)
US1-550B-L $144.60 L (40-48)
US1-550B-XL $151.85 XL (44-52)
US1-550B-2X $159.45 2X (48-56)
US1-550B-3X $154.00 3X (52-60)

US1-631-SM $85.40 S-M (32-44)
US1-631-MXL $85.40 M-XL (36-52)

US1-631B $104.15 M-XL (36-52)
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ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

650 LIGHTWEIGHT FULL BODY HARNESS

• 5-Point adjustment full body harness
• Tongue buckle/grommet leg straps, pass-thru buckle chest strap
• Spring-loaded friction buckles on shoulder straps for quick and easy 
  adjustment that stays in place
• EZ-Slide back D-ring keeps workers vertical after a fall
• Perfect-fit chest strap with easy to use pass-thru buckle, sewn in place to 
  prevent user maladjustment
• Additional rear lumbar straps provide security against rear worker release
• Hardware plated to ASTM standards for corrosion resistance
• Meets or exceeds all applicable fall-arrest systems standards including 
  OSHA, ANSI and the stringent ANSI Z359

WITH HIP POSITIONING D-RINGS

WITH HIP POSITIONING D-RINGS

651 LIGHTWEIGHT UNIVERSAL BODY HARNESS

• ASTM standard hardware plating for corrosion resistance
• 3-point adjustment system
• Tongue buckle/grommet leg straps, pass-thru buckle chest strap
• EZ-Slide back D-ring keeps workers vertical after a fall
• Additional rear lumbar straps provide security against rear worker release
• Meets or exceeds all applicable fall-arrest systems standards including: 
  OSHA, ANSI and the stringent ANSI Z359

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

US1-650-S $122.85 S (32-40)
US1-650-M $122.85 M (36-44)
US1-650-L $122.85 L (40-48)
US1-650-XL $129.00 XL (44-52)

US1-650B-S $141.60 S (32-40)
US1-650B-M $141.60 M (36-44)
US1-650B-L $141.60 L (40-48)
US1-650B-XL $148.70 XL (44-52)

US1-651-SM $95.90 S-M (32-44)
US1-651-MXL $95.90 M-XL (36-52)

US1-651B-SM $122.15 S-M (32-44)
US1-651B-MXL $122.15 M-XL (36-52)
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ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

671PR LIGHTWEIGHT UNIVERSAL BODY HARNESS

• Light weight full body harness (red) 
• Super-quick bayonet chest and leg buckles
• One piece comfort back & shoulder pad

WITH HIP POSITIONING D-RINGS

600 SERIES HARNESSES NOT PICTURED 
ITEM CODE: DESCRIPTION: PRICE:

850 FULL BODY HARNESS

• Full body harness with adjustable waist, chest, shoulder and grommet/
  tongue buckle leg straps 
• Suited for construction and industrial environments
• 6" back pad
• Leather lined tool belt that can be removed

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

US1-671PR-SM $159.10 S-M (32-44)
US1-671PR-MXL $159.10 M-XL (36-52)

US1-630-SM 630 Full body harness with mating buckle leg straps $122.85
US1-630B-SM 630 Full body harness w/ hip positioning D-rings $141.60
US1-631D-SM 631 with shoulder D-rings $111.65
US1-651D-SM 651 with shoulder D-rings $122.15
US1-671-SM 671 Lightweight full body harness (yellow) with super quick bayonet chest and leg buckles $115.35

US1-850-S $185.75 S (32-40)
US1-850-M $185.75 M (36-44)
US1-850-L $185.75 L (40-48)
US1-850-XL $195.00 XL (44-52)
US1-850-2X $204.75 2X (48-56)
US1-850-3X $214.00 3X (52-60)

US1-850B-S $204.50 S (32-40)
US1-850B-M $204.50 M (36-44)
US1-850B-L $204.50 L (40-48)
US1-850B-XL $214.75 XL (44-52)
US1-850B-2X $225.50 2X (48-56)
US1-850B-3X $236.80 3X (52-60)
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850AB INDUSTRIAL & CONSTRUCTION HARNESS

• EZ-Slide back D-ring, perfect-fit chest strap, spring-loaded friction buckle 
   shoulder straps, tongue buckle leg straps, and Vertadjust 6 waist pad.
• Quick connection with EZ-Slide back D-ring allows workers to maintain a  
   vertical position after a fall
• Additional rear lumbar straps provide security against rear worker release
• 1300 Denier construction to withstand maximum abuse
• Rust proof brass grommets
• ASTM standard hardware plating for corrosion resistance
• Meets or exceeds all applicable fall-arrest systems standards including: 
   OSHA, ANSI and the stringent ANSI Z359

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

870BP FULL BODY HARNESS

• EZ-Slide back D-ring, sewn-in place bayonet buckle on the chest strap,  
   spring-loaded friction buckles on shoulder straps, shoulder pads
• Unlimited vertical adjustment with 6" comfort waist pad
• Padding system is wear-resistant with military spec moisture management . 
   Anti-microbial coating prevents mildew.
• 1300 Denier construction to withstand maximum abuse
• Tongue-buckle tool belt can be removed and is reinforced for rigor suited 
   for any configuration of tool pouch. 
• ASTM standard hardware plating for corrosion resistance
• Meets or exceeds all applicable fall-arrest systems standards including: 
   OSHA, ANSI and the stringent ANSI Z359

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE:

800PS

Positioning strap, 3-1/2” wide padded saddle seat with D-rings.

US1-850AB-S $226.30 S (32-40)
US1-850AB-M $226.30 M (36-44)
US1-850AB-L $226.30 L (40-48)
US1-850AB-XL $237.30 XL (44-52)
US1-850AB-2X $249.50 2X (48-56)

US1-870BP-S $277.20 S (32-40)
US1-870BP-M $277.20 M (36-44)
US1-870BP-L $277.20 L (40-48)
US1-870BP-XL $291.06 XL (44-52)
US1-870BP-2X $305.60 2X (48-56)
US1-870BP-3X $320.90 3X (52-60)

US1-800PS $53.21
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853AB INDUSTRIAL & CONSTRUCTION HARNESS

• Sub-Pelvic strap adds support during suspension
• Front mounted D-ring connects to vertical climbing systems. EZ-Slide back 
  D-ring keeps workers vertical after a fall
• Perfect-fit chest strap, spring-loaded friction buckle shoulder straps, 
  tongue buckle leg straps, and "Vertadjust 6" waist pad.
• 1300 Denier construction to withstand maximum abuse
• Additional rear lumbar straps provide security against rear worker release
• Rust proof brass grommets
• ASTM standard hardware plating for corrosion resistance
• Meets or exceeds all applicable fall-arrest systems standards including: 
  OSHA, ANSI and the stringent ANSI Z359

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

800 INDUSTRIAL & CONSTRUCTION SERIES HARNESSES NOT PICTURED
ITEM CODE: DESCRIPTION: PRICE:

872 FEMALE FULL BODY HARNESS

• Female full body harness specifically designed for women
• Bayonet buckles on legs, waist, and chest
• Adjustable shoulder straps, leg pads, and 4" back pad

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

US1-853AB-S $226.75 S (32-40)
US1-853AB-M $226.75 M (36-44)
US1-853AB-L $226.75 L (40-48)
US1-853AB-XL $238.10 XL (44-52)
US1-853AB-2X $250.00 2X (48-56)
US1-853AB-3X $262.50 3X (52-60)

US1-830-S 830 Full body harness with mating buckle leg straps, 6” back pad, removable tool belt $185.80
US1-830AB-S 830AB - 830 with shoulder pads and hip positioning D-rings $220.75
US1-850A-S 850A - 850 with shoulder pads $202.00
US1-870-S 870 Full body harness with super-quick bayonet chest & leg buckles, 6” back pad, removable tool belt $214.70
US1-870AB-S 870AB - 870 with shoulder pads and hip positioning D-rings $249.70
US1-872B-S 872B - 872 with hip positioning D-rings $229.10
US1-872AB-S 872AB - 872 with shoulder pads and hip positioning D-rings $245.35
US1-833-S 833 - full body harness with mating buckle leg straps, 6” back pad, sub-pelvic strap, removable tool belt $191.75
US1-853-S 853 - full body harness with grommet/tongue buckle leg straps, 6” back pad, removable tool belt, sub-pelvic strap $191.75

US1-872-S $210.35 S (32-40)
US1-872-M $210.35 M (36-44)
US1-872-L $210.35 L (40-48)
US1-872-XL $220.85 XL (44-52)
US1-872-2X $231.90 2X (48-56)
US1-872-3X $243.50 3X (52-60)
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850ABT FULL BODY HARNESS - TOWER CLIMBER SERIES

• All the features of an 850AB and more
• EZ-Slide back D-ring keeps workers vertical after a fall
• Perfect-fit chest strap with easy to use pass-thru buckle, sewn in place to 
  prevent user maladjustment
• Simple and quick shoulder strap adjustments with spring-loaded 
  friction buckles
• Tongue buckle leg straps for fast and easy donning, brass grommets that 
  won’t rust
• “Vertadjust” 6” comfort waist pad assembly provides workers unlimited 
  vertical adjustment at various angles
• Shoulder pads add extra comfort
• Padding system is wear-resistant with military spec moisture management 
   Anti-microbial coating prevents mildew.
• Tongue-buckle tool belt can be removed and is reinforced for rigor suited 
   for any configuration of tool pouch. 
• Easily positioned or suspended saddle with D-rings
• ASTM standard hardware plating for corrosion resistance
• Meets or exceeds all applicable fall-arrest systems standards including   
  OSHA, ANSI and the stringent ANSI Z359

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

850B-TS INDUSTRIAL AND CONSTRUCTION HARNESS

• Designed for tower climbing applications with D-rings mounted on the   
  front to connect to vertical climbing systems
• EZ-Slide back D-ring keeps workers vertical after a fall
• Perfect-fit chest strap, spring-loaded friction buckle shoulder straps, 
  tongue buckle leg straps, and Vertadjust 6 waist pad.
• Additional rear lumbar straps provide security against rear worker release
• 1300 Denier construction to withstand maximum abuse
• Rust proof brass grommets
• ASTM standard hardware plating for corrosion resistance
• Meets or exceeds all applicable fall-arrest systems standards including: 
  OSHA, ANSI and the stringent ANSI Z359

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

US1-850ABT-S $245.40 S (32-40)
US1-850ABT-M $245.40 M (36-44)
US1-850ABT-L $245.40 L (40-48)
US1-850ABT-XL $257.70 XL (44-52)
US1-850ABT-2X $270.60 2X (48-56)
US1-850ABT-3X $284.00 3X (52-60)

US1-850B-TS-S $210.75 S (32-40)
US1-850B-TS-M $210.75 M (36-44)
US1-850B-TS-L $210.75 L (40-48)
US1-850B-TS-XL $221.50 XL (44-52)
US1-850B-TS-2X $232.35 2X (48-56)
US1-850B-TS-3X $243.95 3X (52-60)
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8D150ABT DERRICK HARNESS

• Designed for the oil industry and/or anyone who works on the 
  monkey board 
• The derrick belt, which attaches with mating buckles is optional, and the 
  harness can be worn without it
• 6” comfort waist belt with back D-ring and hip D-rings for positioning, 
• Seat sling features D-rings for positioning and help lessen fatigue
• Shoulder pads provide additional comfort
• Tongue buckle leg straps for easy dressing

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

897ABT FULL BODY HARNESS - TOWER CLIMBER SERIES

• The Custom-Fit Climber with an 8-point adjustment system

• EZ-Slide back D-ring keeps workers vertical after a fall

• Spring-loaded friction buckle on shoulder straps, tongue buckle leg straps

• Brass grommets that won’t rust

• Pass-thru buckle adjustable front center chest D-ring for vertical 
  climbing systems

• Shoulder pads add extra comfort

• “Vertadjust” 6” comfort waist pad assembly, provides workers unlimited  
  vertical adjustment at various angles

• Padding system is wear-resistant with military spec moisture management. 
  Anti-microbial coating prevents mildew.

• 1300 Denier construction to withstand maximum abuse

• Tongue-buckle tool belt can be removed and is reinforced for rigor suited 
  for any configuration of tool pouch

• ASTM standard hardware plating for corrosion resistance

• Positioning saddle with D-rings allows for simple suspension or positioning   
  and is removable
• Meets or exceeds all applicable fall-arrest systems standards including 
  OSHA, ANSI and the stringent ANSI Z359

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

US1-8D150ABT-S $414.00 S (32-40)
US1-8D150ABT-M $414.00 M (36-44)
US1-8D150ABT-L $414.00 L (40-48)
US1-8D150ABT-XL $435.00 XL (44-52)
US1-8D150ABT-2X $456.75 2X (48-56)
US1-8D150ABT-3X $479.60 3X (52-60)

US1-897ABT-S $282.00 S (32-40)
US1-897ABT-M $282.00 M (36-44)
US1-897ABT-L $282.00 L (40-48)
US1-897ABT-XL $296.00 XL (44-52)
US1-897ABT-2X $310.80 2X (48-56)
US1-897ABT-3X $326.35 3X (52-60)
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887PBT FULL BODY HARNESS

• Full body harness with grommet/tongue buckle leg straps 
• One piece comfort back/shoulder pad 
• 6” Back Pad, removable tool belt, two accessory rings, fixed rigid 
   positioning saddle, adjustable front center chest D-ring, and hip 
   positioning rings

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

930 FULL BODY HARNESS - CROSSOVER SERIES

• Dressing is fast with over-the-head design
• Leg buckles are adjustable with pass-thru design
• D-ring located on back for fall arrest
• Easily adjusted shoulder straps with spring-loaded friction buckles
• Front, center chest D-ring for climbing, suspension, positioning, or rescue
• Hardware plated to ASTM standards for corrosion resistance
• Meets or exceeds all applicable fall-arrest systems standards including 
  OSHA, ANSI and the stringent ANSI Z359

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

WITH HIP POSITIONING D-RINGS

US1-887PBT-S $370.40 S (32-40)
US1-887PBT-M $370.40 M (36-44)
US1-887PBT-L $370.40 L (40-48)
US1-887PBT-XL $388.95 XL (44-52)
US1-887PBT-2X $408.40 2X (48-56)
US1-887PBT-3X $428.85 3X (52-60)

US1-930-S $125.85 S (32-40)
US1-930-M $125.85 M (36-44)
US1-930-L $125.85 L (40-48)
US1-930-XL $132.15 XL (44-52)
US1-930-2X $138.75 2X (48-56)
US1-930-3X $145.70 3X (52-60)

US1-930B-S $144.60 S (32-40)
US1-930B-M $144.60 M (36-44)
US1-930B-L $144.60 L (40-48)
US1-930B-XL $151.85 XL (44-52)
US1-930B-2X $159.45 2X (48-56)
US1-930B-3X $167.45 3X (52-60)
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WITH HIP POSITIONING D-RINGS

950 FULL BODY HARNESS - CROSSOVER SERIES

• Full body harness
• Back D-ring, chest D-ring, adjustable shoulder straps, and grommet/tongue 
  buckle leg straps.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

AF630KDE ARC FLASH HARNESS - SPECIALTY SERIES

• Arc Flash Harness made of heat & flame resistant Kevlar® webbing, 
• Features adjustable die-electric buckles (chest, shoulder, leg), die-electric 
  back sliding D-ring, and flame resistant label cover.  
• Available options: hip D-rings, shoulder D-rings, chest D-ring, and 
  additional back D-ring with extension strap.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

AF390AKZ ARC FLASH CERTIFIED LANYARD

• Heat & flame resistant Kevlar® lanyard with flame resistant shock-pack
• Loop for choking to harness D-ring 
• #Z74 snap hook for anchor connection
• Flame resistant label cover

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

US1-950-S $125.85 S (32-40)
US1-950-M $125.85 M (36-44)
US1-950-L $125.85 L (40-48)
US1-950-XL $132.15 XL (44-52)
US1-950-2X $138.75 2X (48-56)
US1-950-3X $145.70 3X (52-60)

US1-950B-S $144.60 S (32-40)
US1-950B-M $144.60 M (36-44)
US1-950B-L $144.60 L (40-48)
US1-950B-XL $151.85 XL (44-52)
US1-950B-2X $159.45 2X (48-56)
US1-950B-3X $167.45 3X (52-60)

US1-AF630K-DE-S $550.00 S (32-40)
US1-AF630K-DE-M $550.00 M (36-44)
US1-AF630K-DE-L $550.00 L (40-48)
US1-AF630K-DE-XL $577.50 XL (44-52)
US1-AF630K-DE-2X $606.40 2X (48-56)
US1-AF630K-DE-3X $636.75 3X (52-60)

US1-AF390AKZ $361.85 6’
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552 FULL BODY MINER'S HARNESS - SPECIALTY SERIES

• Convenient lamp and battery straps for easy, hands free storage
• 6-Point adjustment system with permanently attached waist belt, EZ-slide  
  back D-ring, sewn-in place perfect fit chest strap with pass-thru buckle,  
  spring-loaded friction buckle on shoulder straps, and tongue buckle leg and 
  waist straps for fast and easy donning, brass grommets that won’t rust
• Lanyard rings on each shoulder
• Easy access radio loops
• 152” of reflective material for high visibility and added safety
• Hardware plated to ASTM standards for corrosion resistance
• Meets or exceeds all applicable fall-arrest systems standards including 
  OSHA, ANSI and the stringent ANSI Z359

Image shows reflective 
material in the dark

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

631LJ FULL BODY HARNESS WITH LIFE JACKET - SPECIALTY SERIES

• Model 631 with a built in life jacket 
• Features a sliding D-ring in the center of the back to keep workers vertical 
   in suspension 

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

AF390AKDLZ ARC FLASH CERTIFIED LANYARD

• Dual-leg heat & flame resistant Kevlar® lanyard with flame resistant shock-pack 
• Loop for choking to harness D-ring 
• #Z74 snap hooks for anchor connection
• Flame resistant label cover

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

US1-552-S $269.65 S (32-40)
US1-552-M $269.65 M (36-44)
US1-552-L $269.65 L (40-48)
US1-552-XL $283.15 XL (44-52)

US1-631LJ-S $329.60 S (32-40)
US1-631LJ-M $329.60 M (36-44)
US1-631LJ-L $329.60 L (40-48)
US1-631LJ-XL $346.00 XL (44-52)
US1-631LJ-2X $363.50 2X (48-56)
US1-631LJ-3X $381.70 3X (52-60)

US1-AF390AKDLZ $439.60 6’
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530-HOT FULL BODY HARNESS - WELDING SERIES

• Fully adjustable full body harness
• Made with 100% heat resistant Kevlar® webbing and stitching
• Pass-thru leg buckles
• Spring-loaded friction buckles on shoulder straps for quick and easy 
  adjustment that stays in place
• EZ-Slide back D-ring keeps workers vertical after a fall
• Perfect-fit chest strap with easy to use pass-thru buckle, sewn in place to 
   prevent user maladjustment
• Waist belt provides secure fit and security from dorsal ejection
• Hardware plated to ASTM standards for corrosion resistance
• Meets or exceeds all applicable fall-arrest systems standards including 
  OSHA, ANSI and the stringent ANSI Z359

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

WITH HIP POSITIONING D-RINGS

WITH HIP POSITIONING D-RINGS

631-HOT FULL BODY HARNESS - WELDING SERIES

• 3-Point adjustment full body harness
• Made with 100% heat resistant Kevlar® webbing and stitching
• Pass-thru leg and chest buckles
• EZ-Slide back D-ring keeps workers vertical after a fall
• Perfect-fit chest strap with easy to use pass-thru buckle, sewn in place to 
  prevent user maladjustment
• Additional back safety straps provide security from dorsal ejection
• Hardware plated to ASTM standards for corrosion resistance
• Meets or exceeds all applicable fall-arrest systems standards 
  including OSHA, ANSI and the stringent ANSI Z359

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

US1-530-HOT-S $461.40 S (32-40)
US1-530-HOT-M $461.40 M (36-44)
US1-530-HOT-L $461.40 L (40-48)
US1-530-HOT-XL $484.50 XL (44-52)
US1-530-HOT-2X $508.75 2X (48-56)
US1-530-HOT-3X $534.20 3X (52-60)

US1-530B-HOT-S $480.15 S (32-40)
US1-530B-HOT-M $480.15 M (36-44)
US1-530B-HOT-L $480.15 L (40-48)
US1-530B-HOT-XL $504.15 XL (44-52)
US1-530B-HOT-2X $529.35 2X (48-56)
US1-530B-HOT-3X $555.80 3X (52-60)

US1-631-HOT-SM $329.60 S-M (32-44)
US1-631-HOT-MXL $329.60 M-XL (36-52)

US1-631B-HOT-SM $348.35 S-M (32-44)
US1-631B-HOT-MXL $348.35 M-XL (36-52)
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400SC-FR - WELDING SERIES ACCESSORIES 

• Retrofit flame resistant shoulder and chest strap covers
• Will fit most harnesses and are wide enough to cover shoulder pads 
  (harness not included)

Harness not included

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

480AK - WELDING SERIES ACCESSORIES 

480A with heat resistant Kevlar® Shock Absorber.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

490AK - WELDING SERIES ACCESSORIES 

490A with heat resistant Kevlar® webbing.

347AS-135A - UTILITY INDUSTRY SERIES ACCESSORIES 

• 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), elastic shock absorbing web lanyard with pack
• Web loop on shock pack end to choke to attachment point on harness 
• #135A aluminum snaps (2-1/2” opening) other ends.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

US1-400SC-FR $62.20

US1-480AK $173.90

US1-490AK $166.00

US1-347AS-135A $226.40
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355AZ - UTILITY INDUSTRY SERIES ACCESSORIES 

355A Lanyard with a “Z SERIES” compatible snap hook.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

631KUT FULL BODY HARNESS - UTILITY INDUSTRY SERIES

• Arc Flash Harness
• Made of heat and flame resistant Kevlar® webbing
• Featuring a die electric sliding back D-ring
• Flame resistant buckle covers
• Perfect-fit chest strap with easy to use pass-thru buckle, sewn in place to 
   prevent user maladjustment
• Additional back safety straps provide security from dorsal ejection
• Hardware plated to ASTM standards for corrosion resistance
• Meets or exceeds all applicable fall-arrest systems standards including 
  OSHA, ANSI and the stringent ANSI Z359

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

630UT FULL BODY HARNESS - UTILITY INDUSTRY SERIES

• Full body Harness, no metal above the waist
• 4-Point adjustment system
• EZ-Slide back web loop provides easy, safe connection with no metal for 
   zero conductivity, yet keeps fallen worker vertical after any fall
• Pass-through leg and waist buckles with insulators
• Hardware plated to ASTM standards for corrosion resistance
• Meets or exceeds all applicable fall-arrest systems standards including 
  OSHA, ANSI and the stringent ANSI Z359

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

US1-355AZ $96.45

US1-631KUT-S $394.45 S (32-40)
US1-631KUT-M $395.45 M (36-44)
US1-631KUT-L $395.45 L (40-48)
US1-631KUT-XL $415.25 XL (44-52)

US1-630UT-S $147.55 S (32-40)
US1-630UT-M $147.55 M (36-44)
US1-630UT-L $147.55 L (40-48)
US1-630UT-XL $154.95 XL (44-52)
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4151 - WORK SEAT SERIES

• 21” x 16” plywood deluxe work seat
• Backing and cushioning made from “SuperNit” padding system providing 
   rigid, wear-resistant properties while still soft to the touch. Military spec 
   moisture-management system built-in with custom anti-microbial coating 
   to prevent mildew. Outside shell made of 1300 denier construction to 
   withstand maximum abuse.
• Built-in harness with spreader bar and yoke and top D-ring for suspension
• Side D-rings for positioning
• Additional waist strap for added security
• Convenient, easy reach tool pouch on right side
• Hardware plated to ASTM standards for corrosion resistance
• Meets or exceeds all applicable fall-arrest systems standards including 
   OSHA, ANSI and the stringent ANSI Z359

4153 - WORK SEAT SERIES

• 21” x 16” plywood deluxe work seat
• Backing and cushioning made from “SuperNit” padding system providing 
   rigid, wear-resistant properties while still soft to the touch. Military spec 
  moisture-management system built-in with custom anti-microbial coating 
  to prevent mildew. Outside shell made of 1300 denier construction to with
  stand maximum abuse.
• Waist strap with pass thru buckle for added security
• 3 point suspension connection: left, right, and front center
• Can easily and must be used in conjunction with ANY full body harness
• Hardware plated to ASTM standards for corrosion resistance

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

US1-4151-XS $500.00 XS (28-36)
US1-4151-S $500.00 S (32-40)
US1-4151-M $500.00 M (36-44)
US1-4151-L $500.00 L (40-48)
US1-4151-XL $500.00 XL (44-52)
US1-4151-U $500.00 UNIVERSAL

US1-4153-XS $295.00 XS (28-36)
US1-4153-S $295.00 S (32-40)
US1-4153-M $295.00 M (36-44)
US1-4153-L $295.00 L (40-48)
US1-4153-XL $295.00 XL (44-52)
US1-4153-U $295.00 UNIVERSAL
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4154 - WORK SEAT SERIES

• 12” x 24” plywood work seat
• Built in harness with spreader bar and yoke
• Additional waist strap for added security
• Hardware plated to ASTM standards for corrosion resistance
• Meets or exceeds all applicable fall-arrest systems standards including 
   OSHA, ANSI and the stringent ANSI Z359

450A SHOCK ABSORBING WEB LANYARD

6’ in length, 1" webbing with shock absorption pack, #74N locking snaps at 
each end, fully ANSI and OSHA compliant

4754 - WORK SEAT SERIES

• 12” x 24” plywood work seat
• Built in harness with tongue buckle leg straps and removable waist belt

SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

US1-4154-XS $328.50 XS (28-36)
US1-4154-S $328.50 S (32-40)
US1-4154-M $328.50 M (36-44)
US1-4154-L $328.50 L (40-48)
US1-4154-XL $328.50 XL (44-52)
US1-4154-U $328.50 UNIVERSAL

US1-4754-XS $298.40 w
US1-4754-S $298.40 S (32-40)
US1-4754-M $298.40 M (36-44)
US1-4754-L $298.40 L (40-48)
US1-4754-XL $298.40 XL (44-52)
US1-4754-U $298.40 UNIVERSAL

US1-450A $90.05 6’
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457A-135A SHOCK ABSORBING WEB LANYARD

6’ in length, 1" webbing with shock absorption pack, #74N locking snap on 
one end, #135A aluminum snap (2-1/2” opening) on the other end. 

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

452AN

6’ shock absorbing web lanyard with pack, #74N locking snap one end, #69N 
snap (1-3/4” opening) other end. 

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

454A

6’ shock absorbing web lanyard with pack, #74N locking snap one end, #136 
snap (2-1/4” opening) other end. 1” synthetic webbing with pack-style shock 
pack. Other lengths available.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

457A-135A

6’ shock absorbing web lanyard with pack, #74N locking snap one end, #135 
snap (2-1/2” opening) other end.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

490A HEAVY DUTY SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARD

1-3/4" heavy duty webbing, 6' in length. Fully ANSI and OSHA compliant. 
Shock absorption pack. 74N steel snap hooks on each end. 

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

US1-457A-135A $135.25 6’

US1-452AN $111.20 6’

US1-454A $117.60 6’

US1-457A-135A $124.40 6’

US1-490A $65.15 6’
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450AB

6’ adjustable length shock absorbing web lanyard with pack, #74N locking 
snaps at each end.

452AB

6’ adjustable length shock absorbing web lanyard with pack, #69 snap 
(1-3/4” opening) other end.

452ABN

6’ adjustable length shock absorbing web lanyard with pack, #69N snap 
(1-3/4” opening) other end.

WEB PACK-STYLE SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS NOT PICTURED
ITEM CODE: DESCRIPTION: PRICE:

ADJUSTABLE WEB PACK-STYLE SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

490AK

6’ shock absorbing heat resistant Kevlar® lanyard with Kevlar® pack, #74N 
locking snaps each end. 

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:
US1-490AK $166.00 6’

US1-450AB $102.80 6’

US1-452AB $123.95 6’

US1-452ABN $123.95 6’

US1-355A 6’ shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap at one end, and a loop on the shock pack end to choke to attachment 
point on harness $83.60

US1-450AD 6’ shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snaps at each end, and an adjustable D-ring. $104.30
US1-452A 6’ shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #69 snap (1-3/4” opening) other end. $111.20
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ELASTIC PACK-STYLE SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS

454AB

6’ adjustable length shock absorbing web lanyard with pack, with #74N
 locking snap one end, #136 snap (2-1/4” opening) other end.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

457AB-135A

6’ adjustable length shock absorbing web lanyard with pack, with #74N 
locking snap one end, #135 snap (2-1/2” opening) other end.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

450AS

6’ in length, 1-3/16" webbing dual leg lanyard with #74N locking steel snap 
hooks on each end. Shock absorption pack. Fully ANSI and OSHA compliant.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

457AS-135A

6’ elastic shock absorbing web lanyard with pack, #74N locking snap one 
end, #135A aluminum snap (2-1/2” opening) other end.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

452AS

6’ elastic shock absorbing web lanyard with pack, #74N locking snap one 
end, #69 snap (1-3/4” opening) other end.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

US1-454AB $130.30 6’

US1-457AB-135A $148.00 6’

US1-450AS $91.75 6’

US1-457AS-135A $136.85 6’

US1-452AS $112.85 6’
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452ASN

6’ elastic shock absorbing web lanyard with pack, #74N locking snap one 
end, #69N snap (1-3/4” opening) other end.

454AS

6’ elastic shock absorbing web lanyard with pack, #74N locking snap one 
end, #136 snap (2-1/4” opening) other end.

457AS-135A

6’ elastic shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, 
#135 snap (2-1/2” opening) other end.

400A

6’ x 1/2” shock absorbing rope lanyard with pack, #74N locking snaps at 
each end.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ROPE PACK-STYLE SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS

US1-452ASN $112.85 6’

US1-454AS $119.20 6’

US1-457AS-135A $136.85 6’

US1-400A $98.60 6’
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404A

6’ x 1/2” shock absorbing rope lanyard with pack, #74N locking snap one 
end, #136 snap (2-1/4” opening) other end.

470A

6’ shock absorbing vinyl coated wire rope lanyard with pack, #74N locking 
snaps at each end.

474A

6’ shock absorbing vinyl coated wire rope lanyard with pack, #74N locking 
snap one end, #136 snap (2-1/4” opening) other end.

ROPE PACK-STYLE SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS NOT PICTURED
ITEM CODE: DESCRIPTION: PRICE:

WIRE ROPE PACK-STYLE SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS NOT PICTURED
ITEM CODE: DESCRIPTION: PRICE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

WIRE ROPE PACK-STYLE SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS

US1-404A $126.10 6’

US1-470A $87.40 6’

US1-474A $114.90 6’

US1-400AB 6’ x 1/2” adjustable length shock absorbing rope lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snaps at each end. $102.40
US1-402A 6’ x 1/2” shock absorbing rope lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #69 snap (1-3/4” opening) other end. $119.70

US1-470AK 6’ shock absorbing wire rope lanyard with heat resistant Kevlar® pack, #74N locking snaps at each end. $137.85
US1-472A 6’ #74N locking snap one end, #69 snap (1-3/4” opening) other end. $108.55
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TUBULAR SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS NOT PICTURED
ITEM CODE: DESCRIPTION: PRICE:

TUBULAR SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS

460A

6’ in length, 1" webbing with #74N locking snaps at each end. Fully ANSI
and OSHA compliant. 

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

462AN

6’, 1-3/16” tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one 
end, #69N snap (1-3/4” opening) other end.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

464A

6’, 1-3/16” tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one 
end, #136 snap (2-1/4” opening) other end.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

467A-135A

6', 1-3/16” tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one 
end, #135A aluminum snap (2-1/2” opening) other end.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

US1-460A $80.90 6’

US1-462AN $102.00 6’

US1-464A $108.40 6’

US1-467A-135A $126.00 6’

US1-462A 6’ tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #69 snap (1-3/4” opening) other end. $102.05
US1-461A-TE 6’ web lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, twisted eye (for choking to attachment point on harness) other end. $77.90
US1-462A-TE 6’ web lanyard with #69N snap (1-3/4” opening) one end, twisted eye (for choking to attachment point on harness) other end. $99.00
US1-464A-TE 6’ web lanyard with #136 snap (2-1/4” opening) one end, twisted eye (for choking to attachment point on harness) other end. $105.40
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ELASTIC TUBULAR SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS

460AS

6’ elastic tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snaps at 
each end. 2” tubular synthetic webbing with internal shock absorbing core.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

462AS

6’ elastic tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one 
end, #69 snap (1-3/4” opening) other end. 2” tubular synthetic webbing with 
internal shock absorbing core.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

462ASN

6’ elastic tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one 
end, #69N snap (1-3/4” opening) other end. 2” tubular synthetic webbing 
with internal shock absorbing core.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

464AS

6’ elastic tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one 
end, #136 snap (2-1/4” opening) other end. 2” tubular synthetic webbing 
with internal shock absorbing core.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

467AS-135A

6’ elastic tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one 
end, #135 snap (2-1/2” opening) other end. 2” tubular synthetic webbing 
with internal shock absorbing core.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

US1-460AS $92.65 6’

US1-462AS $113.75 6’

US1-462ANS $113.75 6’

US1-464AS $120.15 6’

US1-467AS-135A $137.80 6’
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Constructed of double layered webbing to meet extreme specifications, the ‘Lanchor Series’ lanyards are 
designed to tie back onto themselves, providing an extremely accommodating and adaptable means of 
anchoring - when other equipment or options may not be available. The “double-tuff” synthetic webbing is 
constructed with contrasting colors which acts as a wear indicator. If your lanchor ever becomes worn to the 
point that you can see the inside webbing (as shown), remove it from service immediately. The super-strong 
Lanchor snap hook (5K, 3.6K Gate) meets the ANSI Z359.1-2007 standard. 

1-3/8” tubular synthetic webbing with shock pack and internal wear indicating core.  Standard length: 6’. 

456AW

6’ “double-tuff” shock absorbing lanchor web lanyard with pack, #74N 
locking snap one end, #63 (5K with 3.6K gate) auto-locking snap other end.

446AW

6’ in length, 1" webbing dual leg lanyard with #74N locking steel snap hooks 
on each end. Shock absorption pack. Fully ANSI and OSHA compliant. 

440A

6’ in length, 1" webbing dual leg (100% tie-off) lanyard with #74N locking 
snaps on every end. Shock absorption pack. Fully ANSI and OSHA compliant. 

‘LANCHOR’ LANYARDS NOT PICTURED
ITEM CODE: DESCRIPTION: PRICE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

TIE-BACK, LANYARD, AND ANCHOR ALL IN ONE ‘LANCHOR’ LANYARDS

DUAL LEG WEB PACK-STYLE SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS

US1-456AW $109.60 6’

US1-446AW $175.00 6’

US1-440A $134.80 6’

US1-456AW-EXT Lanchor lanyard featuring an added D-ring for applications that call for an additional connection or SRL connection, while the lanyard 
remains attached to the back D-ring. $125.00
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DUAL LEG WEB PACK-STYLE SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS NOT PICTURED
ITEM CODE: DESCRIPTION: PRICE:

442A

6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), shock absorbing web lanyard with pack, #74N 
locking snap one end, #69 snap (1-3/4” opening) other two ends.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

442AN

6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), shock absorbing web lanyard with pack, #74N 
locking snap one end, #69N snap (1-3/4” opening) other two ends.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

444A

6’ in length, 1" webbing dual leg lanyard with #74N locking steel snap hooks 
on pack end and #136 (2-1/2" opening) locking steel rebar snap on leg ends. 
Shock absorption pack. Fully ANSI and OSHA compliant. 

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

447A-135A

6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), shock absorbing web lanyard with pack, #74N 
locking snap one end, #135A aluminum snap (2-1/2” opening) other ends.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

490A-DL

6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), 1-3/4” shock absorbing web lanyard with pack, 
#74N locking snaps on every end.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

US1-442A $163.15 6’

US1-442AN $163.15 6’

US1-444A $175.90 6’

US1-447A-135A $211.20 6’

US1-490A-DL $100.45 6’

US1-440ADD 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snaps on every end, sliding D-rings on each leg. $149.35
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440AB

6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), adjustable shock absorbing 1" web lanyard with 
pack, #74N locking snaps on every end. Adjust down to approximately half.

442ABN

6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), adjustable shock absorbing web lanyard with pack, 
#74N locking snap one end, #69N snap (1-3/4” opening) other two ends.

444AB

6’ dual leg (100% tie-off) adjustable shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N 
locking snap one end, #136 snap (2-1/4” opening) other two ends.

ADJUSTABLE DUAL LEG WEB PACK-STYLE SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS NOT PICTURED
ITEM CODE: DESCRIPTION: PRICE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ADJUSTABLE DUAL LEG WEB PACK-STYLE SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS, 100% TIE-OFF

US1-440AB $146.40 6’

US1-442ABN $188.65 6’

US1-444AB $201.40 6’

US1-442AB 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), adjustable shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #69 snap (1-3/4” opening) other 
two ends. $188.65

US1-447AB-135A 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off) adjustable shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #135 snap (2-1/2” opening) other two 
ends. $236.70
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440AS

6’ in length, 1-3/16" webbing dual leg (100% tie-off) lanyard with #74N
locking steel snap hooks on every end. Shock absorption pack. Fully ANSI 
and OSHA compliant.  

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

DUAL LEG ELASTIC PACK-STYLE SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS, 100% TIE-OFF

444AS

6’ in length, 1-3/16" webbing dual leg lanyard with #74N locking steel snap 
hook on harness end and #136 (2-1/2" opening) locking steel rebar snap 
hooks on leg ends. Shock absorption pack. Fully ANSI and OSHA compliant.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

447AS-135A

6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), elastic shock absorbing web lanyard with pack, 
#74N locking snap one end, #135A aluminum snap (2-1/2” opening) other two 

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

442ASN

6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), elastic shock absorbing web lanyard with pack, 
#74N locking snap one end, #69N snap (1-3/4” opening) other two ends.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

442AS

6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), elastic shock absorbing web lanyard with pack, 
#74N locking snap one end, #69 snap (1-3/4” opening) other two ends.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

US1-440AS $138.95 6’

US1-447AS-135A $229.30 6’

US1-442AS $181.25 6’

US1-442ASN $181.25 6’

US1-444AS $193.95 6’
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DUAL LEG ROPE & WIRE PACK-STYLE SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS NOT PICTURED
ITEM CODE: DESCRIPTION: PRICE:

DUAL LEG ROPE & WIRE PACK-STYLE SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS, 100% TIE-OFF

430A - ROPE 

6’ x 1/2” dual leg (100% tie-off), shock absorbing rope lanyard with pack, 
#74N locking snaps on every end. 1-3/16” synthetic webbing.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

480A - WIRE ROPE 

6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), shock absorbing vinyl coated wire rope lanyard 
with pack, #74N locking snaps on every end. 1-3/16” synthetic webbing.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

482AN - WIRE ROPE 

6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), shock absorbing vinyl coated wire rope lanyard 
with pack, #74N locking snap one end, #69N snap (1-3/4” opening) other ends.
1-3/16” synthetic webbing.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

484A - WIRE ROPE 

6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), shock absorbing vinyl coated wire rope lanyard 
withpack, #74N locking snap one end, #136 snap (2-1/4” opening) other ends.
1-3/16” synthetic webbing.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

US1-430A $149.80 6’

US1-480A $118.70 6’

US1-482AN $160.95 6’

US1-484A $173.70 6’

US1-432AN 6’ x 1/2” dual leg (100% tie-off), shock absorbing rope lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #69N snap (1-3/4” opening) other 
two ends. $192.10

US1-434A 6’ x 1/2” dual leg (100% tie-off), shock absorbing rope lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #136 snap (2-1/4” opening) other 
two ends. $204.80
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420AS

6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), elastic tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with 
#74N locking snaps on every end. 1-15/16” synthetic webbing.

424AS-135A

6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), elastic tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with 
#74N locking snap on one end, #135A aluminum snap (2-1/2” opening) other end.
1-15/16” synthetic webbing.

424A

6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N 
locking snap one end, #136 snap (2-1/4” opening) other ends. 1-3/16” 
tubular synthetic webbing.

DUAL LEG TUBULAR SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS NOT PICTURED
ITEM CODE: DESCRIPTION: PRICE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

DUAL LEG TUBULAR SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS, 100% TIE-OFF

DUAL LEG ELASTIC TUBULAR SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS, 100% TIE-OFF

420A

6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N 
locking snaps on every end. 1-3/16” tubular synthetic webbing.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:
US1-420A $121.60 6’

US1-424A $176.60 6’

US1-420AS $145.65 6’

US1-424AS-135A $235.95 6’

US1-422A 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #69 snap (1-3/4” opening) other two 
ends. $163.85

US1-422AN 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #69N snap (1-3/4” opening) other two 
ends. $163.85
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424AS

6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), elastic tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with 
#74N locking snap one end, #136 snap (2-1/4” opening) other two ends. 
1-15/16” synthetic webbing.

400

6’ x 1/2” rope lanyard with #74N locking snaps at each end. Non-shock 
absorbing (positioning only).

404

6’ x 1/2” rope lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #136 snap (2-1/4” 
opening) other end. Non-shock absorbing (positioning only).

424AS-EXT

424AS lanyard featuring an added D-ring for applications that call for an 
additional connection or SRL connection, while the lanyard remains attached 
to the back D-ring. 1-15/16” synthetic webbing.

DUAL LEG ELASTIC TUBULAR SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS NOT PICTURED
ITEM CODE: DESCRIPTION: PRICE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ROPE, WIRE ROPE, & WEB RESTRAINT NON-SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS

US1-424AS $200.65 6’

US1-424AS-EXT $215.60 6’

US1-400 $62.29 6’

US1-422AS 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), elastic tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #69 snap (1-3/4” opening) 
other two ends. $187.90

US1-422ASN 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), elastic tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #69N snap (1-3/4” opening) 
other two ends. $187.90

US1-404 $95.25 6’
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NON-SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS NOT PICTURED
ITEM CODE: DESCRIPTION: PRICE:

450

6’ web lanyard with #74N locking snaps at each end. Non-shock absorbing 
(positioning only). 1" synthetic webbing.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

450B

6’ adjustable length web lanyard with #74N locking snaps at each end. Non-
shock absorbing (positioning only). 1" synthetic webbing.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

452

6’ web lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #69 snap (1-3/4” opening) 
other end. Non-shock absorbing (positioning only). 1" synthetic webbing.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

470

6’ vinyl coated wire rope lanyard with #74N locking snaps at each end. Non-
shock absorbing (positioning only). 

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

US1-450 $61.65 6’

US1-450B $74.40 6’

US1-452 $82.80 6’

US1-470 $46.95 6’

US1-402 6’ x 1/2” rope lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #69 snap (1-3/4” opening) other end. $88.85
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THE U-RES-Q

The U-RES-Q immediately releases a 16' synthetic rescue ladder from the light weight pouch 
when a worker falls. This allows the fallen individual to climb back to their platform or remain 
in an upright or standing position, which prevents suspension trauma

R450A 

6’ shock absorbing web lanyard with pack, #74N 
locking snaps at each end, U-RES-Q built in.

R444A

6’ dual leg (100% tie-off) shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking 
snap one end, #136 snaps (2-1/2” opening), and U-RES-Q pouches (2 total) 
other two ends.

R460A

6’ tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snaps at each end, 
U-RES-Q built in.

R490A

6’ in length, 1-3/4" heavy duty webbing lanyard with #74N locking steel snap 
hooks on each end. Shock absorption pack. Built in rescue ladder. Fully ANSI 
and OSHA compliant. 

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

R-RETRO

U-RES-Q pouch with #74 locking snap one end, D-ring other end, for use in 
line with lanyard and anchor.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

US1-R450A $182.63 6’

US1-R-RETRO $107.40 6’

US1-R444A $361.05 6’

US1-R460A $173.50 6’

US1-R490A $157.75 6’
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These positioning and restraint lanyards are used in situations to limit free fall distances to 2’ or less. They 
quickly connect directly to rebar and other construction forms and structures.

REBAR ASSEMBLIES POSITIONING & RESTRAINT SYSTEMS

322-WS

Web positioning assembly, #69 (1-3/4” opening) snap, swivel, and two #74N 
locking snaps.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

324-C

Chain positioning assembly with 12 links. #136 (2-1/4" opening) snap, no 
swivel, and two #74N locking snaps.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

324-CS

Chain positioning assembly with 12 links. #136 (2-1/4" opening) snap on 
swivel, and two #74N locking snaps.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

324-W

Web positioning assembly, #136 (2-1/4” opening) snap, no swivel, and two 
#74N locking snaps.    

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

324-WS

Web positioning assembly, #136 (2-1/4” opening) snap, swivel, and two 
#74N locking snaps.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

US1-322-WS $142.50

US1-324-C $102.50

US1-324-CS $112.25

US1-324-W $139.15

US1-324-WS $148.90
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RG0-13-0 RG0Z-13-0Z RG4-13-0 RG4Z-13-0Z RG3-13-0 RG8-13-0 RG1-13-0

SELF-RETRACTING LIFELINES RENEGADE SERIES

Renegade series American-made SRL’s provide the durability and confidence expected by professionals. With 
13 ft. of working capacity and quick fall-arrest capability measured in inches, the Renegade will never let you down.

Durability

 • Corrosion resistant housing made of aluminum and stainless steel, including a stainless steel top swivel
 • A variety of 5,000 pound connectors available, reducing the cost of ownership and allowing for customization
 • Capacity of 400 pounds

Safety Performance

 • No annual factory recertification required
 • Double-inertia, high-strength stainless steel braking system arrests free falls within inches
 • Visual impact indicator warns that the unit has experienced fall-arrest forces and must be removed   
    from service
 • Compact energy absorber minimizes fall-arrest forces
 • Used in commercial & residential construction, manufacturing, refinery maintenance, utilities, and 
    other industries

ITEM CODE: PRICE: HOUSING/SWIVEL CONNECTOR: LIFELINE CONNECTOR:
Swivel Only #74N 3/4” steel locking snap
#354-4 1” opening, steel carabiner #74N 3/4” steel locking snap
#74N 3/4” steel locking snap #74N 3/4” steel locking snap
#136 2-1/4” steel locking rebar snap #74N 3/4” steel locking snap
#62 2” Steel locking carabiner #74N 3/4” steel locking snap
#354-4 1” opening, steel carabiner #49 3/4” steel swivel locking snap
#74N 3/4” steel locking snap #136 2-1/4” steel locking rebar snap
#354-4 1” opening, steel carabiner #Z74 3/4” steel locking snap
#Z74 3/4” steel locking snap #Z74 3/4” steel locking snap
#Z136 2-1/4” steel locking rebar snap #Z74 3/4” steel locking snap
#62 2” Steel locking carabiner #Z74 3/4” steel locking snap
#Z74 3/4” steel locking snap #Z136 2-1/4” steel locking rebar snap

SELF-RETRACTING LIFELINES

US1-RG1-13-0 $297.30
US1-RG3-13-0 $312.05
US1-RG0-13-0 $306.45
US1-RG4-13-0 $327.80
US1-RG8-13-0 $335.00
US1-RG3-13-0S $340.00
US1-RG0-13-4 $327.80
US1-RG3-13-0Z $302.50
US1-RG0Z-13-0Z $301.00
US1-RG4Z-13-0Z $322.85
US1-RG8-13-0Z $324.50
US1-RG0Z-13-4Z $322.85
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SELF-RETRACTING LIFELINES ROGUE SERIES

Swivel anchor loop limits twisting, impact indicator tears away for visual inspection, short fall arrest activation, 
web shock-pack tear away to reduce fall forces, 400 lb. weight capacity, numerous options available.

• High-strength, light weight, corrosion resistant housing including a stainless steel top swivel
• High-strength wear resistant webbing allows for 8 feet of capacity 
• Single or dual-leg connection, meets or exceeds OSHA & ANSI industry standards
• Double-inertia, high-strength stainless steel braking system arrests free falls within inches
• Visual impact indicator warns that the unit has experienced fall-arrest forces and must be removed from service
• Compact energy absorber minimizes fall-arrest forces
• Used in commercial & residential construction, manufacturing, refinery maintenance, utilities, and 
   other industries

MRG1-0Z MRG3-0Z MRG3A-6A M2RG-0Z M2RG-4Z

ROGUE SRL SINGLE-LEG MODEL SELECTIONS
ITEM CODE: PRICE: HOUSING/SWIVEL CONNECTOR: LIFELINE CONNECTOR:

#354-4 1” opening, steel carabiner #Z74 3/4” steel locking snap
#354-4 1” opening, steel carabiner #RL-28 3/4” steel swivel locking snap
#354-4 1” opening, steel carabiner #Z136 2-1/4” steel locking rebar snap
#Z74 3/4” steel locking snap #Z74 3/4” steel locking snap
#Z74 3/4” steel locking snap #Z136 2-1/4” steel locking rebar snap
#354-2A 7/8” aluminum carabiner #63A 3/4” aluminum captive-eye carabiner
#354-2A 7/8” aluminum carabiner #62A 2” aluminum locking carabiner
#Z136 2-1/4” steel locking rebar snap #RL-28 3/4” steel swivel locking snap
Swivel Anchor Loop Only #Z74 3/4” steel locking snap
Swivel Anchor Loop Only #RL-28 3/4” steel swivel locking snap
Swivel Anchor Loop Only #Z136 2-1/4” steel locking rebar snap
Cab Mount #Z74 3/4” steel locking snap
Cab Mount #RL-28 3/4” steel swivel locking snap

ROGUE SRL DUAL-LEG MODEL SELECTIONS
#354-6TL 1/2” steel triple-lock carabiner #Z74 3/4” steel locking snap
#354-6TL 1/2” steel triple-lock carabiner #RL-28 3/4” steel swivel locking snap
#354-6TL 1/2” steel triple-lock carabiner #Z136 2-1/4” steel locking rebar snap
#354-6TL 1/2” steel triple-lock carabiner #63A 3/4” aluminum captive-eye carabiner
#354-6TL 1/2” steel triple-lock carabiner #62A 2” aluminum locking carabiner

US1-MRG3-0Z $295.30
US1-MRG3-0SZ $328.15
US1-MRG3-4Z $319.15
US1-MRG0Z-0Z $289.60
US1-MRG0Z-4Z $313.40
US1-MRG3A-6A $352.55
US1-MRG3A-8A $404.75
US1-MRG4Z-0SZ $346.30
US1-MRG1-0Z $275.70
US1-MRG1-0SZ $308.55
US1-MRG1-4Z $299.50
US1-MRGCM-0Z $507.25
US1-MRGCM-0SZ $540.10

US1-M2RG-0Z $570.80
US1-M2RG-0SZ $636.50
US1-M2RG-4Z $618.45
US1-M2RG-6A $630.25
US1-M2RG-8A $734.60
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SELF-RETRACTING LIFELINES

459

8' in length, 1" webbing with carabiner. Zero slack eliminates tripping hazards. 
Centrifugal braking system.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

RL25AGZ

Durable, lightweight, cast aluminum housing featuring a dual internal inertia 
braking system, external deceleration pack for ease of inspection, #354-2 
carabiner for anchoring, and choice of lifeline material. 25’ of galvanized 
wire rope, stainless steel wire rope, or Technora® synthetic rope.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

RL30GZ

Super-strong cast aluminum housing featuring a dual internal inertia braking 
system, internal deceleration braking system, swivel impact indicating snap 
hook, #354-4 carabiner for anchoring, and choice of lifeline material. 30’ of 
galvanized wire rope, stainless steel wire rope, or Technora® synthetic rope.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

RL50SSZ

Super-strong cast aluminum housing featuring a dual internal inertia braking 
system, internal deceleration braking system, swivel impact indicating snap 
hook, #354-4 carabiner for anchoring, and choice of lifeline material. 50’ of 
galvanized wire rope, stainless steel wire rope, or Technora® synthetic rope.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

US1-459 $234.00 8’

US1-RL25AGZ $671.45 25’
US1-RL25ASZ $729.00 25’
US1-RL25ATZ $729.00 25’

US1-RL30GZ $1,139.15 30’
US1-RL30SSZ $1,194.80 30’
US1-RL30TZ $1,194.80 30’

US1-RL50GZ $1,165.00 50’
US1-RL50SSZ $1,222.60 50’
US1-RL50TZ $1,222.60 50’
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RL100GZ

Super-strong cast aluminum housing featuring a dual internal inertia braking 
system, internal deceleration braking system, swivel impact indicating snap 
hook, #354-4 carabiner for anchoring, and choice of lifeline material. 100’ of 
galvanized wire rope, stainless steel wire rope, or Technora® synthetic rope. 

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
459 RL25AGZ RL30GZ RL50GZ

Working Length, feet 8’ 25’ 30’ 50’
Work load capacity, lbs. 400 310 310 310
Housing material Synthetic Cast aluminum Cast aluminum Cast aluminum
Housing size (w,h,d) 4” x 3” x 4” 7” x 8” x 4” 9” x 14” x 5” 9” x 14” x 5”
Total weight, lbs. 2.4 10.5 18 20
Arrest force, lbs. 900 900 900 900

SNAP HOOKS & CARABINERS

274

Steel, twin 3/4” gate, locking spreader snap. Self-closing and auto-locking. 
Steel hardware is plated to meet all regulation requirements.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

RL-28

Steel, swivel, 3/4” gate, locking snap with Impact Indicator. Self-closing and 
auto-locking. Meets ANSI Z359.1-2007 “Z-SERIES”.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

US1-RL100GZ $3,299.00 100’
US1-RL100SSZ $3,480.20 100’
US1-RL100TZ $3,480.50 100’

US1-274 $121.90

US1-RL-28 $57.90
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49

Steel, swivel, 3/4” gate, locking snap. Self-closing and auto-locking. Steel 
hardware is plated to meet all regulation requirements.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

74N

Steel, 3/4” gate, locking snap. Self-closing and auto-locking. Steel hardware 
is plated to meet all regulation requirements.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

69

Steel, 1-3/4” gate, locking rebar snap. Self-closing and auto-locking. Steel 
hardware is plated to meet all regulation requirements.

Z74

Steel, 3.6K, 3/4” gate, locking snap. Self-closing and auto-locking. Meets ANSI 
Z359.1-2007 “Z-SERIES”.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

US1-49 $55.90

US1-74N $11.00

US1-Z74 $15.65

US1-69 $32.15
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Z-136

Steel, 3.6K, 2-1/4” gate, locking rebar snap. Meets ANSI Z359.1-2007 
“Z-SERIES”.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

136

Steel, 2-1/4” gate, locking rebar snap. Fits many concrete forms! Steel
hardware is plated to meet all regulation requirements.

69N

Steel, 1-3/4” gate, locking rebar snap. Self-closing and auto-locking. Steel 
hardware is plated to meet all regulation requirements.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

62

Steel, 2” gate, twist lock scaffold hook. Steel hardware is plated to meet all 
regulation requirements.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

US1-69N $32.15

US1-136 $38.50

US1-Z136 $42.85

US1-62 $44.60
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62R

Steel, 3.6K, 2” gate, twist lock scaffold hook. Meets ANSI Z359.1-2007
“Z-SERIES”.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

63

Steel, 3.6K, 3/4” gate, twist lock snap, 5K gate capacity. Meets ANSI Z359.1-
2007 “Z-SERIES”. Lanchor Snap.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

354-1

Steel, 1/2” gate, twist lock carabiner. Steel hardware is plated to meet all 
regulation requirements.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

354-2Z

Steel, 3.6K, 1” gate, twist lock carabiner. Meets ANSI Z359.1-2007 “Z-SERIES”.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

US1-62R $47.80

US1-63 $31.85

US1-354-1 $19.70

US1-354-2Z $35.60
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354-4

Steel, 1” gate, twist lock carabiner, available in Stainless Steel (part #354-4SS) 
Meets ANSI Z359.1-2007 “Z-SERIES”.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

354-5

Steel, 3/4” gate, twist lock carabiner. Steel hardware is plated to meet all 
regulation requirements.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

175

Aluminum, 1” gate, locking snap.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

354-2A

Aluminum, 7/8” gate, twist lock carabiner.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

US1-354-4 $22.00

US1-354-5 $28.40

US1-175 $74.70

US1-354-2A $54.70
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410

5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic lifeline with #74N locking snaps at each 
end. Limited stretch.

LIFELINES

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

135A

Aluminum, 2-1/2” gate, locking rebar snap.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

62A

Aluminum, 2” gate, twist lock scaffold hook.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

411

5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic lifeline with #74N locking snaps at one 
end, thimble other end. Limited stretch.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

US1-135A $56.20

US1-62A $107.70

US1-410-25 $82.80 25’
US1-410-50 $106.65 50’
US1-410-75 $130.30 75’
US1-410-100 $154.05 100’
US1-410-150 $201.55 150’
US1-410-200 $229.13 200’

US1-411-25 $73.30 25’
US1-411-50 $97.05 50’
US1-411-75 $120.80 75’
US1-411-100 $144.55 100’
US1-411-200 $220.39 200’
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121-1T

5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic lifeline with thimble on one end. When 
ordering, final product #’s are designated by length: 25’, 50’, 75’, 100’, 200’, 
etc. Limited stretch.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

121-1S

5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic lifeline with snap on one end. When 
ordering, final product #’s are designated by length: 25’, 50’, 75’, 100’, 
200’, etc. Limited stretch.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

121-2T

5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic lifeline with thimbles on both ends. When 
ordering, final product #’s are designated by length: 25’, 50’, 75’, 100’, 200’, 
etc. Limited stretch.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ITEM CODE: DESCRIPTION: PRICE PER FT. SIZE(in.):

We can supply you with exactly what you need for all on-the-job applications! Give us a call at 1-800-331-2973 
for custom solutions!

ROPE

US1-121-1T-25 $57.30 25’
US1-121-1T-50 $81.05 50’
US1-121-1T-100 $128.55 100’
US1-121-1T-200 $223.55 200’

US1-121-1S-25 $66.80 25’
US1-121-1S-50 $90.55 50’
US1-121-1S-100 $138.05 100’
US1-121-1S-200 $233.05 200’

US1-121-2T-25 $63.80 25’
US1-121-2T-50 $87.55 50’
US1-121-2T-100 $135.05 100’
US1-121-2T-200 $230.05 200’

US1-116-38 3/8” Kernmantle® rope $1.70 3/8”
US1-116-716 7/16” Kernmantle® rope $1.95 7/16”
US1-116-12 1/2” Kernmantle® rope $2.20 1/2”
US1-120 1/2” 3-strand polyblend synthetic rope $1.45 1/2”
US1-121 5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic rope $0.95 5/8”
US1-121-N 5/8” 12-strand polyester rope $3.45 5/8”
US1-121-FN 5/8” Filament nylon rope $2.35 5/8”
US1-125-FN 3/4” Filament nylon rope $3.25 3/4”
US1-122 3/8” Polypropylene rope $0.48 3/8”
US1-123 1/2” Polypropylene rope $0.75 1/2”
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121-RP

Rope protector for vertical or horizontal use.

1710

Rope termination plate for 5/8” rope lifelines without the need for knots, 
splicing, or crimping. (Plate ONLY - does not come with rope)

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

ROPE GRABS - ROPE AND WIRE ROPE

Manual Rope grab:

Worker manually slides the device to the desired position on the rope and releases it, locking it on the lifeline 
and providing the worker with fall protection. Great for sloped roofs because they lock in place once positioned.

Trailing Rope grab:

Little or no user positioning needed. Trailing grabs move up and down the lifeline with the worker, locking only 
when a fall occurs.

It is strongly recommended that lanyard length not exceed 3’ when in use with a rope grab. This aids OSHA 
compliance and helps to reduce free-fall distances.

1201

Stainless steel trailing rope grab for use on 5/8” and 3/4” 3-strand synthetic 
rope. Attachable, detachable anywhere on lifeline.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

US1-121RP $24.30

US1-1710 $68.90

US1-1201 $250.63
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1201N

Stainless steel trailing rope grab for use on 5/8” 3-strand synthetic rope. 
Attachable, detachable anywhere on lifeline.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

1202A-3

1201 with 3’ shock absorbing lanyard attached, #74N locking snap on end.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

1202AN-3

1201N with 3’ shock absorbing lanyard attached, #74N locking snap on end.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

1202-3

1201 with 3’ lanyard attached, #74N locking snap on end.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

US1-1201N $130.26

US1-1202AN-3 $193.00

US1-1202-3 $284.00

US1-1202A-3 $313.45
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ROPE GRABS NOT PICTURED
ITEM CODE: DESCRIPTION: PRICE:

1261

Trailing rope grab for use on 5/8” 3-strand synthetic rope. Comes with 
“gravity washer” to prevent user from installing incorrectly. Attach and 
detach anywhere on lifeline.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

1352A-3

Manual Rope grab, plated steel for use on 5/8” and 3-strand synthetic rope. 
Not attachable, detachable anywhere on lifeline.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

1401-38

Stainless steel trailing cable grab for use with 3/8” and 5/16” wire rope.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

US1-1261 $140.83

US1-1352A-3 $118.20

US1-1401-38 $307.10

US1-1202N-3 1201N with 3’ lanyard attached, #74N locking snap on end. $163.60
US1-1262-3 1261 with 3’ lanyard attached, #74N locking snap on end. $174.20
US1-1262A-3 1261 with 3’ shock absorbing lanyard attached, #74N locking snap on end. $203.65
US1-1401A-38 Stainless steel trailing cable grab for 3/8” and 5/16” wire rope, shock absorber, and carabiner. $349.60
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RK DELUXE ROOFER’S KITS

Included in the RK Deluxe Roofer's Kit is a MRA-R double-plate 
roof anchor, 410 5/8” lifeline with self-locking snaps on each end, 
1202AN-3 stainless trailing rope grab with 3’ shock absorbing 
lanyard, 631 full body harness, carry bag, and instruction manual.

Available in 25', 50' and 100' lengths.

ROOFER’S KITS

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

RKB SERIES ROOFER’S KITS

RKB Kit configurations are based upon the desired roof anchor and length of rope necessary to fit the appli-
cation. Components shown to the right are included in all RKB Kits. Choice of anchor and corresponding Kit 
numbers are shown below.

RKB Kits include:

Desired roof anchor, 411 5/8” lifeline with a self-locking snap on one end and an eye thimble on the other end, 
1352A-3 manual rope grab with 3’ shock absorbing lanyard, 631 full body harness, storage bucket with lid, and 
instruction manual.

RKB-1720

25’ or 50’ kit with six 1720 anchors.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

RKB-1725

25’ or 50’ kit with 1725 anchor.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

US1-RK-25 $560.70 25’
US1-RK-50 $588.20 50’
US1-RK-100 $643.20 100’

US1-RKB-1720-25 $309.15 25’
US1-RKB-1720-50 $336.65 50’

US1-RKB-1725-25 $276.60 25’
US1-RKB-1725-50 $304.10 50’
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RKB-MRA

25’ or 50’ kit with MRA-R1 anchor.

RKB-1715

25’ or 50’ kit with 1715 anchor.

ROOF ANCHORS

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

MRA-R1

Removable/reusable single plate roof anchor with screws.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

MRA-R

Removable/reusable roof anchor (double plate) with screws.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

US1-MRA-R1 $39.70

US1-MRA-R $87.95

US1-RKB-MRA-25 $293.10 25’
US1-RKB-MRA-50 $320.60 50’

US1-RKB1715-25 $298.35 25’
US1-RKB1715-50 $325.85 50’
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1715

Removable/reusable roof anchor with single D-ring attachment. Nails included.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

1720

Disposable roof anchor bracket for use with carabiner. Nails are included.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

1725

Disposable roof anchor with single D-ring attachment. Nails are included.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

1730

Permanent roof anchor with single D-ring attachment. Nails are included.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

1740

Permanent roof anchor with double D-ring attachment. Nails are included.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

US1-1715 $44.95

US1-1720 $9.30

US1-1725 $23.25

US1-1730 $37.45

US1-1740 $44.95
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1791

Roof mount assembly for variable pitch steel, metal or wood roofs. Mounts 
anywhere on the roof, rotates 360° for maximum maneuverability and safety, 
comes as anchor ONLY. Retractable lifeline purchased separately, choose 
from: RL25, RL30, or RL50 Series retracts Mounting hardware included.

1792

Roof mount assembly for variable pitch standing seam metal roofs. Mounts 
anywhere on the roof, rotates 360° for maximum maneuverability and 
safety, comes as anchor ONLY in 12”-18” or 24”-36” sizes. Retractable lifeline 
purchased separately, choose from: RL25, RL30, or RL50 Series retracts. 
Mounting hardware included.

1122HD - 1100 WEB SERIES

22” single D-ring tie-off strap made of 1” nylon webbing.

Tie-off strap anchors wrap around I-beams and other structures to form a secure attachment point for lanyards 
or other connecting devices.

1124K - 1100 WEB SERIES

2’ single D-ring Kevlar tie-off strap.

TIE-OFF STRAP ANCHORS

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

US1-1791 $428.40

US1-1792-18 $550.00

US1-1122HD $30.65 22”

US1-1124K $92.80 2’
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1300 WEB SERIES

Made from durable 1-3/4" nylon webbing with one D-ring on each end.

1300WP WEB SERIES

Made from durable 1-3/4" nylon webbing with one D-ring on each end. 3" 
wear pad increases durability.

106

This Beam Trolley is adjustable and slides along the beam with the worker 
for maximum mobility, The flange width is adjustable from 3”-8” and 
provides a maximum capacity rating of 400 lbs.

1100 WEB SERIES

Made from 1-3/4" nylon webbing with a D-ring on one side and loop on the 
other.

BEAM TROLLEY & BEAM ANCHOR

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

US1-1124 $39.85 2’
US1-1136 $42.40 3’
US1-1148 $45.00 4’
US1-1160 $47.50 5’
US1-1172 $50.05 6’
US1-1196 $55.15 8’

US1-1324 $39.85 2’
US1-1336 $41.17 3’
US1-1348 $42.50 4’
US1-1372 $45.10 6’
US1-1396 $47.70 8’

US1-1324-WP $41.45 2’
US1-1336-WP $53.40 3’
US1-1348-WP $56.45 4’
US1-1372-WP $62.50 6’

US1-106 $723.60
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Steel anchorage connectors are removable/ reusable, and are made to be mounted on solid steel structures 
and/or steel I-beams.

STEEL ANCHORAGE CONNECTORS

1550 D-BOLT ANCHOR

Steel construction with up to 2-1/2" working thickness. Includes 5/8" 
bolt assembly. 

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

1701

Steel bolt-on anchor plate with D-ring. Removable/reusable and fully ANSI 
and OSHA compliant. 

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

1769

Spring action Girder Anchor with one handed operation. Fits 3/4” - 1” hole 
diameter, maximum 1” thick material.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

1775-S3

1/4” stainless steel anchor plate, six ply webbing, plated steel D-ring, and 3” 
bolt, washers & nut for steel applications.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

US1-1550 $51.70

US1-1701 $63.70

US1-1769 $284.65

US1-1775-S3 $86.75
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CONCRETE ANCHORAGE CONNECTORS

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE(ft.):

CASE OF 40

DISPOSABLE CONCRETE ANCHOR STRAP WITH D-RING

Concrete anchor strap with D-ring is designed to provide temporary anchorage 
in concrete. The 1-3/4” wide abrasion resistant webbing and forged steel 
D-ring are rated at 5,000 lbs. Available for purchase in cases.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE(ft.):

CASE OF 40

DISPOSABLE CONCRETE ANCHOR STRAP WITH WEB LOOP

2’ concrete anchor strap with web loop is designed to provide temporary 
anchorage in concrete. The 1-3/4” wide webbing is abrasion resistant. 
Available for purchase in cases.

TC100 

Concrete anchor that is placed through a hole in the concrete floor, 
providing workers on a lower level an over-head anchor.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

1775

Concrete anchor with 1/4” stainless steel anchor plate, six ply webbing, and 
plated steel D-ring.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

US1-1124C $11.40 2’
US1-1136C $13.13 3’
US1-1148C $14.78 4’

US1-1124C-CASE $446.90 2’
US1-1136C-CASE $514.50 3’
US1-1148C-CASE $579.20 4’

US1-1124CND $9.00 2’
US1-1136CND $10.70 3’
US1-1148CND $12.43 4’

US1-1124CND-CASE $353.80 2’
US1-1136CND-CASE $418.50 3’
US1-1148CND-CASE $487.10 4’

US1-TC100 $117.50

US1-1775 $71.15
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1770

Portable and reusable concrete hole anchor, rated to 5,000 lbs. Can be used 
for vertical and overhead concrete applications.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

COLUMNCRETE ANCHOR

ColumnCrete Anchor is a reusable two person anchor point for concrete 
columns. Attach to the D-rings with shock absorbing lanyards, retractable 
lanyards, or other connecting devices. Available in 24" or 36”.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:

1785 - DOOR JAMB ANCHOR

The Door Jamb Anchor is designed to be used as a temporary anchor that 
mounts in door or window openings from 24" to 43" wide. It has one fixed 
leg and one adjustable leg and can be sized and secured without the use of 
tools. The Door Jamb Anchor meets or exceeds all OSHA requirements.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

1790 - RAIL ANCHOR

The rail anchor allows the user to quickly and easily affix the anchor unit to a 
rail (55-100 lb. rail) and then attach the personal fall arrest system. The unit 
is designed to allow some horizontal movement by sliding along the rail, but 
it is not designed to pass rail splice plates.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

US1-1770 $224.75

US1-1780-24 $215.00 24”
US1-1780-36 $220.80 36”

US1-1785 $659.15

US1-1790 $477.65
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MULTI-USE ANCHORAGE CONNECTORS

1789 - PARAPET WALL ANCHOR

This wall anchor is designed to provide a single worker with portable, temporary 
anchorage on parapet walls up to 20” thick. Features one padded fixed leg 
and one padded adjustable leg (with multiple pin sets & adjustable mounting 
pad). Can be sized and secured without the use of tools.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

1824

24” Anchor Strap rated to 400 lbs. is designed for use on scaffolding, pipe, or 
angle iron. Features one-handed operating rebar snap #135 and connecting 
D-ring on the other end.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

1503 WIRE HOOK ANCHOR

The 1503 is a high-quality wire hook anchor. 5 inch stainless steel, rated to 
400 lbs. Can connect to various approved anchorages including railing, 
smaller I-Beams, angle irons or scaffolding.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

4150 - BOOM STRAP ANCHORS

4’ Boom strap anchor attaches to boom quickly and easily with friction buckle 
design. Featuring 1-3/4” polyester webbing and coated steel hardware 
provides a minimum tensile rating of 5,000 lbs.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

US1-1789 $512.35

US1-1824 $93.65

US1-1503 $95.15

US1-4150 $32.20
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Manufactured of synthetic rope or wire rope, horizontal lifeline (HLL) systems allow one or two workers (up to 
310 lbs. each) to remain tied off while in horizontal transition between two anchor points. The lifelines can be 
anchored by anchorage connector straps, D-bolt anchors, anchor plates, or other compatible anchorage 
connectors. The line tensioner on the rope system is used for line adjustment and proper tension. Wire rope 
systems use a turn buckle and combination clamp to achieve proper adjustment and tension. All Horizontal 
Lifelines come in standard lengths of 30’ or 60’.

HORIZONTAL LIFELINE SYSTEMS

RHL

30’ or 60’ temporary rope HLL with tensioner, tie off straps, and carry bucket.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: LENGTH(ft.):

RHLD

30’ or 60’ temporary, low stretch rope HLL with in line shock absorber, 
tensioner, tie off straps, and carry bucket. Lifeline is shown.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: LENGTH(ft.):

CHL

30’ or 60’ temporary wire rope HLL with in line shock absorber, tie off straps, 
connectors, and carry bucket.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: LENGTH(ft.):

4157 - BOOM STRAP ANCHORS

5’ Boom strap with ratchet.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

US1-RHL-30 $759.75 30’
US1-RHL-60 $852.40 60’

US1-RHLD-30 $872.95 30’
US1-RHLD-60 $988.70 60’

US1-CHL-30 $800.85 30’
US1-CHL-60 $868.60 60’

US1-4157 $76.10
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The TRAVERSE Series temporary horizontal lifeline offers ideal protection when an overhead anchorage 
does not exist, allowing up to two workers to tie off in each span. The TRAVERSE HLL provides continuous 
fall protection for the length of the line. The 42” tall end posts of the system are offset for ease of use, and 
can be set up to any cable length with a maximum of 60’ between posts. Intermediate posts can be outfitted 
with a pass-thru bracket to allow a connector to continuously run the length of the system. Systems can be 
assembled in many different lengths, from 10’-360’ (in 10’ increments). Standard system works on I-beams 
from 6”-12” wide, and 2 1/4” thick flanges. Options are available for beams up to 36” wide.

Performance Specifications:

Height: 42” working height (measured above beam)

Weight: typical 60’ system will weigh approx 99.5 lbs.

Working Capacity: 2 users per span, no more than 6 
per total system, 310 lbs. total each user with tools 
and equipment

Meets or exceeds: OSHA & ANSI requirements

Material Specifications:

Posts: Zinc plated

Steel Wire Rope: Galvanized

Hardware: Galvanized or Zinc Plated

ITEM CODE: DESCRIPTION: PRICE:

TRV-PASSTRAVERSE Temporary HLL System available in lengths from 10’-360’

TRAVERSE TEMPORARY HORIZONTAL LIFELINE SYSTEMS

US1-TRV20S12 20’ system (6”-12” wide base) $1,477.50
US1-TRV30S12 30’ system (6”-12” wide base) $1,512.50
US1-TRV40S12 40’ system (6”-12” wide base) $1,527.50
US1-TRV50S12 50’ system (6”-12” wide base) $1,541.25
US1-TRV60S12 60’ system (6”-12” wide base) $1,553.75
US1-TRV120S12 120’ system (6”-12” wide base) $2,475.00
US1-TRV-S12 Stanchion for 6”-12” wide base $476.40
US1-TRV-S18 Stanchion for 12”-18” wide base $488.15
US1-TRV-S24 Stanchion for 18”-24” wide base $498.75
US1-TRV-S36 Stanchion for 24”-36” wide base $533.75
US1-TRV-PASS Bypass/pass-thru bracket $63.25
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Ladder/Rigid Rail Climbing System in use with 850BTS Harness shown here.

Rigid rail climbing systems provide maximum climbing safety for workers in a multitude 
of applications, such as: towers, antennas, chimneys, stacks, scaffolds, support poles, 
wind generators, signs, water tanks, dams, silos, shipboard, ladders, and virtually any 
place that climbing must be done! The rail attaches quickly and easily to any ladder, 
step iron, or climbing surface. The trolley moves freely along the rail until a slip or fall 
occurs, when the trolley instantly locks, and the fall is immediately arrested.

ITEM CODE: DESCRIPTION: PRICE:

LADDER/RIGID RAIL CLIMBING SYSTEMS

2-1200A-AT

Climbing trolley for straight, vertical aluminum rail.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

2-1223-AT

Aluminum trolley for horizontal rails.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

5-1501 REMOVABLE EXTENSION

54” removable aluminum extension rail. The removable extension is used 
to access a permanent rail system/ladder from the top, when a permanent 
extension is not possible or desirable. The extension is positioned into the 
existing permanent rail with a machined high-strength alignment bar and 
support channel. 

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

US1-1-1100-AR Anodized aluminum climbing rail, with all mounting hardware included. $21.40
US1-1-1105-SS 316 stainless steel climbing rail with all mounting hardware included. $70.65

US1-2-1200A-AT $499.40

US1-2-1223-AT $489.05

US1-5-1501 $256.20
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ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE(ft.): TYPE:
Galvanized
Stainless steel
Technora®

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE(ft.): TYPE:
Galvanized
Stainless steel
Technora®

Galvanized
Stainless steel
Technora®

R50 SERIES, 3-WAY UNIT

The R50 Series Unit is a self-retracting lifeline, capable of raising and lowering, 
for rescue or retrieval. If a worker slips or falls, the unit locks up, arresting 
the fall. The system can then be activated into winch mode, raising or lowering 
the worker to safety. The R50 also has a friction brake that prevents the 
crank handle from free-wheeling while under a load. The unit is made of a 
rugged, lightweight cast aluminum housing, and includes a mounting bracket 
for Tripod or Davit Systems, a #45 split pulley, and carabiner for attaching 
the lifeline to an anchor such as a tripod. 50’ galvanized or stainless steel 
wire rope or 50’ Technora® synthetic rope.

MW SERIES WINCHES

The MW Series winches offer raising and lowering capabilities with a 
friction brake that prevents the unit from free-wheeling when under 
a load. Made of a rugged steel frame and drum, the unit includes a #45 
pulley, and a carabiner for attaching the line to an anchor such as a tripod. 
Galvanized or stainless steel wire rope or Technora® synthetic rope.

RESCUE, RECOVERY, & CONFINED SPACE SYSTEMS

4-1000 - LADDER LOCK SYSTEM

Constructed of rust proof aluminum with braces and hardware made of 
galvanized heavy gauge steel. Installation is easy (no welding or cutting), 
just bolt the hardware in place, and secure for a no maintenance, permanent 
installation that will prevent the ladder from unauthorized use. Dimensions: 
8’ high x 36” wide x 1/8” thick.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

US1-R50G $2,626.35 50’
US1-R50SS $2,688.90 50’
US1-R50T $2,683.90 50’

US1-MW50G $711.60 50’
US1-MW50SS $769.15 50’
US1-MW50T $769.15 50’
US1-MW100G $866.85 100’
US1-MW100SS $939.90 100’
US1-MW100T $939.90 100’

US1-4-1000 $1,437.50
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Confined space tripods are portable and lightweight and can easily be setup by a single person. They are 
designed to tolerate a vertical load of 5,000 lbs. 

ITEM CODE: DESCRIPTION: PRICE:

TP SERIES ALUMINUM TRIPOD

Aluminum TP Series tripods have non-slip rubber safety shoes, two attachment 
points on the steel head, a safety chain, and locking, adjustable aluminum 
legs. Available in two sizes. 

TRIPOD SYSTEMS

Aluminum TP Series tripods with rescue unit only or with a 204 bag and/or 
work winch.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE(ft.):

CONFINED SPACE TRIPODS

US1-TP7 $892.70 7’
US1-TP9 $1,125.60 9’

US1-S50G-7 TP7 tripod, R50G rescue unit. $3,519.00
US1-S50SS-7 TP7 tripod, R50SS rescue unit. $3,576.60
US1-R50G-TP7 TP7 tripod, R50G rescue unit, 204 bag $3,615.70
US1-R50SS-TP7 TP7 tripod, R50SS rescue unit, 204 bag $3,673.25
US1-S50G-M7 TP7 tripod, R50G rescue unit, MW50G work winch. $4,230.60
US1-S50SS-M7 TP7 tripod, R50SS rescue unit, MW50G work winch. $4,288.15
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The Quad Pod System features a 360° pivoting arm equipped with a fall arrest and rescue retractable unit and 
a winch unit capable of raising and lowering. It is often used as an alternative for a Tripod System.

The Davit System is the perfect solution for instances where the Quad Pod System or Tripods are not a feasible 
option. Features include a 360° pivoting arm equipped with a fall arrest and rescue retractable unit and a winch 
unit capable of raising and lowering. The base can be permanently installed while the arm is interchangeable 
and can be removed to use at other locations.

ITEM CODE: PRICE:

Boom Only

ITEM CODE: PRICE:

FCPQ200

Complete Quad Pod System. Comes with 4-leg mobile base, boom, R50G, and 
MW50G.

FCPD300

Complete Davit System. Comes with permanent mount base, riser post, boom, 
R50G, and MW50G.

QUAD POD LEG BASE

Quad Pod 4-leg base ONLY (does not include Davit arm).

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

QUAD POD SYSTEM

DAVIT SYSTEM

US1-FCPQ200 $8,482.90

US1-FCPD300 $7,877.90

US1-FCPBASE-FOURLEG $3,125.00

US1-FCPBOOM $2,020.00
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ITEM CODE: PRICE:

Boom Only

FCPD300BASE

Davit Base ONLY. Many bases can be purchased and mounted, and the Riser 
Pole and Davit Arm can be interchanged.

199D

Manually operated controlled descent device and a 354-2 carabiner.

CONTROLLED DESCENT KITS

Standard Kits include: desired length of rope with thimble eye on one 
end, two #354-2 carabiners, 199D controlled descent device, and drawstring 
carry bag.

CONTROLLED DESCENT DEVICE

The descent device can be installed anywhere on a single piece of approved 
7/16" rope of any length. It can be used with a full body harness and fall arrest 
system. To decrease friction on the rope and descend, the devices lever 
must be moved. As an added safety measure, if the lever is accidentally fully 
pressed, descent will be stopped immediately and automatically. The device 
can also be reversed and used to lower an individual in a rescue situation.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE(ft.):

US1-FCPD300BASE $1,292.50

US1-199D $381.95

US1-199-50 $558.25 50’
US1-199-100 $655.28 100’
US1-199-200 $849.35 200’

US1-FCPRISER $1,227.50
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SYSTEM 99 - 99B

SYSTEM 99 is a lowering and lifting system with a mechanical advantage 
of 3:1, making it easy to operate by a single individual. It can be used 
for rescue and recovery or for work and utility purposes. The design is 
lightweight with a 200 ft. long system weighing only 52 lbs. The complete 
system will arrive with two carabiners to connect to the anchor and 
to connect to the user, and an ascender handle with lanyard. 

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE(ft.):

REMOTE PROMPT RESCUE (RPR) SYSTEM

This rescue system is designed to help an individual make the most of the 
vital moments following a coworkers fall by allowing them to attach a raising 
and lowering system to the fallen workers harness D-ring. 

RPCC-12 rescue pole assembly with bag & 25’ or 50’ 99B System 99 with bag.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE(ft.):

RPCC-12 

6’-12’ extendable rescue pole, carabiner holding clip, 354-2Z twist-lock carabiner 
with 1” gate, and 12” tagline, and bag. 99B System 99 NOT included.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

US1-99B-50 $2,187.50 50’
US1-99B-75 $2,412.50 75’
US1-99B-100 $2,637.50 100’
US1-99B-150 $3,087.50 150’
US1-99B-200 $3,537.50 200’

US1-RPR-25 $2,608.15 25’
US1-RPR-50 $2,839.75 50’

US1-RPCC-12 $306.84
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CONFINED SPACE ACCESSORIES

204

16”x12”x10” hard bottom carry bag with handle and velcro closure.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

45

Split pulley, stainless sheave, aluminum sides.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

354-2Z

Twist-lock carabiner, 1” gate.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

354-5

Twist-lock carabiner, 3/4” gate.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

US1-204 $111.90

US1-45 $131.85

US1-354-2Z $35.61

US1-354-5 $28.37
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207YL

Wristlets (pair) with yoke and 25’ tagline.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

702Y

Web yoke with spreader bar.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

ITEM CODE: DESCRIPTION: PRICE:

207

Wristlets (pair).

WL - FLEXIBLE WEB LADDER

High strength webbing flexible ladder with 1-1/4” diameter round fiberglass 
rungs and two #354-2 carabiners. Multiple ladders can be joined together 
using the carabiners.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE(ft.):

US1-207YL $102.75

US1-702Y $120.15

US1-206-9 9’ tripod carrying bag $156.55

US1-WL-10 $441.25 10’
US1-WL-20 $815.00 20’
US1-WL-30 $1,188.75 30’
US1-WL-40 $1,562.50 40’
US1-WL-50 $1,936.25 50’
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CARRY BAGS & POUCHES

Various accessory bags to hold all of your necessities. 

203

17” x 8.5” x 8.5” carry bag with handle and zipper closure. 

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

206

7’ or 9’ tripod carrying bag.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE(ft.):

208

Drawstring bag.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: SIZE:
8.5” dia. x 12” h
11” dia. x 14” h

211

Lanyard pouch.

ITEM CODE: PRICE: 

US1-203 $61.45

US1-206 $136.65 7’
US1-206-9 $156.55 9’

US1-208 $21.00
US1-208-1 $26.05

US1-211 $28.45
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SAFETY EQUIPMENT FULL PRICE LIST
ITEM CODE: PRODUCT: PRICE: SIZE:

STRATOS HARNESSES

US1-22950 4 point adjustment cross-chest design with chest D-ring, & grommet/tongue buckle leg straps $289.48

US1-22970 4 point adjustment cross-chest design with chest D-ring, & quick-connect bayonet leg straps $289.48

US1-22850BH-ALT 6 point adjustment with removable tool belt, chest D-ring, hip positioning D-rings, and grommet/tongue buckle leg 
straps $461.45  

US1-22030B Rope Access, Rescue, Tactical Full Body Harness. Strato-Lite comfort pads on shoulder, Comfort waist and leg 
pads, side D-rings, front waist D-ring, front sternum D-ring $503.70  

US1-22650B Stratos Vest Style Body Harness $276.60

US1-22850B Stratos Construction Style Body Harness $356.10

500 HARNESS SERIES

US1-550-S 550 Light Duty Harness $125.85 S-L

US1-550B-S 550B Light Duty Harness - 550 with hip positioning D-rings $144.60 S-L

US1-530-S 530 Full body harness with mating buckle leg straps $125.85 S-L

US1-570-S 570 Full body harness with super-quick bayonet buckles on the chest and legs $154.80 S-L

600 HARNESS SERIES

US1-650-S 650 lightweight Full Body Harness $122.85 S-L

US1-650B-S 650 lightweight Full Body Harness w/ hip positioning D-rings $141.60 S-XL

US1-631-SM 631 Lightweight Universal Body Harness $85.40 S-XL

US1-631B 631 Lightweight Universal Body Harness w/ hip positioning D-rings, one size only $104.15 M-XL

US1-671PR-SM 671PR Lightweight Universal Body Harness $159.10 S-XL

US1-651-SM 651 Lightweight Universal Body Harness $95.90 S-XL

US1-651B-SM 651 Lightweight Universal Body Harness w/ hip positioning D-rings $122.15 S-XL

US1-630-SM 630 Full body harness with mating buckle leg straps $122.85 S-XL

US1-630B-SM 630 Full body harness w/ hip positioning D-rings $141.60 S-XL

US1-631D-SM 631 with shoulder D-rings $111.65 S-XL

US1-651D-SM 651 with shoulder D-rings $122.15 S-XL

US1-671-SM 671 Lightweight full body harness (yellow) with super quick bayonet chest and leg buckles $115.35 S-XL

800 HARNESS SERIES

US1-850-S 850 Full Body Harness $185.75 S

US1-850AB-S 850AB Full Body Harness - 850 with shoulder pads and hip positioning D-rings $226.30 S

US1-870BP-S 870BP - 870 with comfort back and shoulder pad and hip positioning D-rings $277.20 S

US1-872-S 872 Female Full Body Harness $210.35 S

US1-853AB-S 853AB - 853 with hip positioning D-rings and shoulder pads $226.75 S

US1-800PS Positioning strap, 3-1/2” wide padded saddle seat with D-rings. $57.84

US1-830-S 830 Full body harness with mating buckle leg straps, 6” back pad, removable tool belt $185.80 S

US1-830AB-S 830AB - 830 with shoulder pads and hip positioning D-rings $220.75 S

US1-850A-S 850A - 850 with shoulder pads $202.00 S

US1-850B-S 850B - 850 with hip positioning D-rings $204.50 S

US1-870-S 870 Full body harness with super-quick bayonet chest & leg buckles, 6” back pad, removable tool belt $214.70 S

US1-870AB-S 870AB - 870 with shoulder pads and hip positioning D-rings $249.70 S

US1-872B-S 872B - 872 with hip positioning D-rings $229.10 S
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ITEM CODE: PRODUCT: PRICE: SIZE:
US1-872AB-S 872AB - 872 with shoulder pads and hip positioning D-rings $245.35 S

US1-833-S 833 - full body harness with mating buckle leg straps, 6” back pad, sub-pelvic strap, removable tool belt $191.75 S

US1-853-S 853 - full body harness with grommet/tongue buckle leg straps, 6” back pad, removable tool belt, sub-pelvic strap $191.75 S

US1-853A-S 853A - 853 with shoulder pads $208.00 S

US1-850ABT-S 850ABT Full Body Harness - TOWER CLIMBER SERIES $245.40 S

US1-850B-TS-S 850B-TS Full Body Harness - TOWER CLIMBER SERIES $210.75 S

US1-8D150ABT-S 8D150ABT FCP’s Derrick harness $414.00 S

US1-887PBT-S 887PBT Full Body harness $370.40 S

US1-897ABT-S 897ABT Full Body Harness - TOWER CLIMBER SERIES $282.00 S

US1-850ABTH-S 850ABT with front chest D-ring $259.15 S

900 HARNESS SERIES

US1-930-S 930 Full Body Harness - CROSSOVER SERIES $125.85 S

US1-930B-S 930B - 930 model with hip positioning D-rings $144.60 S

US1-950-S 950 Full Body Harness - CROSSOVER SERIES $125.85 S

US1-950B-S 950B - 950 model with hip positioning D-rings $144.60 S

SPECIALTY HARNESS SERIES

US1-552-S 552 Full Body Miner’s Harness $269.65 S

US1-631LJ-S 631LJ - model 631 with a built in life jacket $329.60 S

US1-AF630K-DE-S Arc Flash Harness $550.00 S

US1-AF390AKZ Arc flash certified lanyard $361.85 6’

US1-AF390AKDLZ Dual-leg heat & flame resistant Kevlar® Arc flash certified lanyard $439.60 6’

US1-530-HOT-S 530- HOT Full Body Harness - WELDING SERIES $461.40 S

US1-530B-HOT-S 530B-Hot, 530-HOT model with hip positioning D-rings $480.15 S

US1-631-HOT-SM 631-HOT Full Body Harness $329.60 S-XL

US1-631-HOT-SM 631B-HOT, 631-HOT model with hip positioning D-rings $348.35 S-XL

US1-400SC-FR Retrofit flame resistant shoulder & chest strap covers $62.20

US1-480AK 480A with heat resistant Kevlar® Shock Absorber $173.90

US1-490AK 490A with heat resistant Kevlar® webbing $166.00

US1-630UT-S 630UT Full Body Harness with no metal above the waist $147.55 S

US1-631KUT-S 631KUT Full Body Arc Flash Harness $394.45 S

US1-347AS-135A 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), elastic shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack $226.40

US1-355AZ 355A Lanyard with a “Z SERIES” compatible snap hook $96.45

US1-4151-U 21” x 16” plywood deluxe work seat with built-in harness, side D-rings, and waist strap $500.00 UNIV.

US1-4153-U 21” x 16” plywood deluxe work seat $295.00 UNIV.

US1-4154-U 12” x 24” plywood work seat $328.50 UNIV.

US1-4754-U 12” x 24” plywood work seat with built in harness with tongue buckle leg straps and removable waist belt $298.40 UNIV.

HARNESS ACCESSORIES

US1-1418 D-ring extension strap with a D-ring on one end, locking snap on the other end. $38.25 18” x 1-3/4”

US1-1418-LOOP D-ring extension with choke loop. $36.20 18” x 1-3/4”

US1-400L Lanyard retainer, 1” web loop sewn to harness. $1.55 1”

US1-400B Lanyard retainer, 1” web loop with button snap sewn to harness. $3.10 1”

US1-400V Lanyard retainer, 1” web loop with Velcro sewn to harness. $3.38 1”
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ITEM CODE: PRODUCT: PRICE: SIZE:
US1-400R Lanyard retainer, 1” web loop with 2” O-ring sewn to harness. $2.45 1”

US1-400SB Sliding buckle cover/insulator. $10.88 1”

US1-400BC Flame resistant buckle covers for chest & leg. (harness not included) $11.00

US1-VIZ Removable/cleanable class II ANSI hi-visibility vest sold separately as an accessory, or added to a harness as an 
option (example: 650VIZ). $83.25

LIFELINES AND LANYARDS

WEB PACK-STYLE SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS - 1” synthetic webbing with pack-style shock pack

US1-450A 6’ shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snaps at each end $90.05 6’

US1-457A-135A 6’ shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #135A aluminum snap (2-1/2” opening) 
other end. $135.25 6’

US1-452AN 6’ shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #69N snap (1-3/4” opening) other end. $111.20 6’

US1-454A 6’ shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #136 snap (2-1/4” opening) other end. 1” 
synthetic webbing with pack-style shock pack. Other lengths available. $117.60 6’

US1-457A-135A 6’ shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #135 snap (2-1/2” opening) other end. $124.40 6’

US1-490A 6’ shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack made of heavy duty 1-3/4” synthetic webbing, with #74N locking snaps 
each end. $65.15 6’

US1-490AK 6’ shock absorbing heat resistant Kevlar® lanyard w/ Kevlar® pack, #74N locking snaps each end. $166.00 6’

US1-355A 6’ shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap at one end, and a loop on the shock pack end to choke 
to attachment point on harness $83.60 6’

US1-450AD 6’ shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snaps at each end, and an adjustable D-ring. $104.30 6’

US1-452A 6’ shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #69 snap (1-3/4” opening) other end. $111.20 6’

ADJUSTABLE WEB PACK-STYLE SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS - 1” synthetic webbing with pack-style shock pack. 

US1-450AB 6’ adjustable length shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snaps at each end. $102.80 6’

US1-452AB 6’ adjustable length shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #69 snap (1-3/4” opening) other end. $123.95 6’

US1-452ABN 6’ adjustable length shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #69N snap (1-3/4” opening) other end. $123.95 6’

US1-454AB 6’ adjustable length shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, with #74N locking snap one end, #136 snap (2-1/4” 
opening) other end. $130.30 6’

US1-457AB-135A 6’ adjustable length shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, with #74N locking snap one end, #135 snap (2-1/2” 
opening) other end. $148.00 6’

ELASTIC PACK-STYLE SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS - 1-3/16” synthetic webbing. Stretches to minimize 
tripping and snagging hazards. Standard length is 6 feet, 4.5 feet when relaxed. 

US1-450AS 6’ elastic shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snaps at each end. $91.75 6’

US1-457AS-135A 6’ elastic shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #135A aluminum snap (2-1/2” 
opening) other end. $136.85 6’

US1-452AS 6’ elastic shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #69 snap (1-3/4” opening) other end. $112.85 6’

US1-452ASN 6’ elastic shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #69N snap (1-3/4” opening) other end. $112.85 6’

US1-454AS 6’ elastic shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #136 snap (2-1/4” opening) other end. $119.20 6’

US1-457AS-135A 6’ elastic shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #135 snap (2-1/2” opening) other end. $136.85 6’

ROPE PACK-STYLE SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS - 1/2” polyblend rope with pack-style shock absorber. 

US1-400A 6’ x 1/2” shock absorbing rope lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snaps at each end. $98.60 6’

US1-404A 6’ x 1/2” shock absorbing rope lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #136 snap (2-1/4” opening) other end. $126.10 6’

US1-400AB 6’ x 1/2” adjustable length shock absorbing rope lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snaps at each end. $102.40 6’

US1-402A 6’ x 1/2” shock absorbing rope lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #69 snap (1-3/4” opening) other end. $119.70 6’

WIRE ROPE PACK-STYLE SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS - 7/32” coated to 9/32 vinyl covered wire rope with 
pack-style shock absorber. 

US1-470A 6’ shock absorbing vinyl coated wire rope lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snaps at each end. $87.40 6’
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ITEM CODE: PRODUCT: PRICE: SIZE:

US1-474A 6’ shock absorbing vinyl coated wire rope lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #136 snap (2-1/4” 
opening) other end. $114.90 6’

US1-470AK 6’ shock absorbing wire rope lanyard with heat resistant Kevlar® pack, #74N locking snaps at each end. $137.85 6’

US1-472A 6’ #74N locking snap one end, #69 snap (1-3/4” opening) other end. $108.55 6’

TUBULAR SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS - 1-3/16” tubular synthetic webbing with internal shock absorbing core. 

US1-460A 6’ tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snaps at each end. $80.90 6’

US1-460A 6’ tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #69N snap (1-3/4” opening) other end. $102.00 6’

US1-464A 6’ tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #136 snap (2-1/4” opening) other end. $108.40 6’

US1-467A-135A 6’ tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #135A aluminum snap (2-1/2” opening) 
other end. $126.00 6’

US1-462A 6’ tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #69 snap (1-3/4” opening) other end. $102.05 6’

US1-461A-TE 6’ web lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, twisted eye (for choking to attachment point on harness) other end. $77.90 6’

US1-462A-TE 6’ web lanyard with #69N snap (1-3/4” opening) one end, twisted eye (for choking to attachment point on 
harness) other end. $99.00 6’

US1-464A-TE 6’ web lanyard with #136 snap (2-1/4” opening) one end, twisted eye (for choking to attachment point on harness) 
other end. $105.40 6’

ELASTIC tubular SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS - 2” tubular synthetic webbing with internal shock absorbing core. 

US1-460AS 6’ elastic tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snaps at each end. $92.65 6’

US1-462AS 6’ elastic tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #69 snap (1-3/4” opening) other end. $113.75 6’

US1-462ASN 6’ elastic tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #69N snap (1-3/4” opening) other end. $113.75 6’

US1-464AS 6’ elastic tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #136 snap (2-1/4” opening) other end. $120.15 6’

US1-467AS-135A 6’ elastic tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #135 snap (2-1/2” opening) other end. $137.80 6’

TIE-BACK, LANYARD, AND ANCHOR ALL IN ONE ‘Lanchor’ lanyards - Constructed of double layered webbing to 
meet extreme specifications, the ‘Lanchor Series’ lanyards are designed to tie back onto themselves, providing 
an extremely accommodating and adaptable means of anchoring - when other equipment or options may not be 
available. 1-3/8” tubular synthetic webbing with shock pack and internal wear indicating core.  

US1-456AW 6’ “double-tuff” shock absorbing lanchor web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #63 (5K w/ 3.6K gate) 
auto-locking snap other end. $109.60 6’

US1-446AW 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), “double-tuff” shock absorbing lanchor web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, 
#63 (5K w/ 3.6K gate) auto-locking snaps other two ends. $175.00 6’

US1-456AW-EXT Lanchor lanyard featuring an added D-ring for applications that call for an additional connection or SRL connection, 
while the lanyard remains attached to the back D-ring. $125.00 6’

DUAL LEG WEB PACK-STYLE SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS - 1” synthetic webbing with shock pack. 100% tie-off.

US1-440A 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snaps on every end. $134.80 6’

US1-442A 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #69 snap (1-3/4” 
opening) other two ends. $163.15 6’

US1-442AN 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #69N snap (1-3/4” 
opening) other two ends. $163.15 6’

US1-444A 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #136 snap (2-1/4” 
opening) other two ends. $175.90 6’

US1-447A-135A 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #135A aluminum 
snap (2-1/2” opening) other two ends. $211.20 6’

US1-490A-DL 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), 1-3/4” shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snaps on every end. $100.45 6’

US1-440ADD 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snaps on every end, sliding D-rings 
on each leg. $149.35 6’

ADJUSTABLE DUAL LEG WEB PACK-STYLE SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS, 100% TIE-OFF - 1” synthetic webbing 
with shock pack. Adjustable lanyards ordered by the longest length and adjust down to approximately half. 

US1-440AB 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), adjustable shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snaps on every end. $146.40 6’
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US1-442ABN 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), adjustable shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #69N snap 
(1-3/4” opening) other two ends. $188.65 6’

US1-444AB 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off) adjustable shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #136 snap 
(2-1/4” opening) other two ends. $201.40 6’

US1-442AB 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), adjustable shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #69 snap 
(1-3/4” opening) other two ends. $188.65 6’

US1-447AB-135A 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off) adjustable shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #135 snap 
(2-1/2” opening) other two ends. $236.70 6’

DUAL LEG ELASTIC PACK-STYLE SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS, 100% TIE-OFF – 1-3/16” synthetic webbing. 
Stretches to minimize tripping and snagging hazards. Standard 6’ = 4.5’ when relaxed. 

US1-440AS 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), elastic shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snaps at each end. $138.95 6’

US1-447AS-135A 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), elastic shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #135A alumi-
num snap (2-1/2” opening) other two ends. $229.30 6’

US1-442AS 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), elastic shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #69 snap 
(1-3/4” opening) other two ends. $181.25 6’

US1-442ASN 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), elastic shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #69N snap 
(1-3/4” opening) other two ends. $181.25 6’

US1-444AS 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), elastic shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #136 snap 
(2-1/4” opening) other two ends. $193.95 6’

US1-447AS-135A 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), elastic shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #135 snap 
(2-1/2” opening) other two ends. $210.92 6’

DUAL LEG ROPE & WIRE PACK-STYLE SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS, 100% TIE-OFF - 1/2” rope or 7/32 coated 
to 9/32 vinyl covered cable with pack-style shock absorber. 1-3/16” synthetic webbing. 

US1-430A 6’ x 1/2” dual leg (100% tie-off), shock absorbing rope lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snaps on every end. $149.80 6’

US1-480A 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), shock absorbing vinyl coated wire rope lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snaps on every 
end. $118.70 6’

US1-482AN 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), shock absorbing vinyl coated wire rope lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, 
#69N snap (1-3/4” opening) other two ends. $160.95 6’

US1-484A 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), shock absorbing vinyl coated wire rope lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, 
#136 snap (2-1/4” opening) other two ends. $173.70 6’

US1-432AN 6’ x 1/2” dual leg (100% tie-off), shock absorbing rope lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #69N snap 
(1-3/4” opening) other two ends. $192.10 6’

US1-434A 6’ x 1/2” dual leg (100% tie-off), shock absorbing rope lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snap one end, #136 snap 
(2-1/4” opening) other two ends. $204.80 6’

DUAL LEG TUBULAR SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS, 100% TIE-OFF - 1-3/16” tubular synthetic webbing with 
internal shock absorbing core. 100% tie-off.

US1-420A 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with with #74N locking snaps on every end. $121.60 6’

US1-424A 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #136 snap (2-
1/4” opening) other two ends. $176.60 6’

US1-422A 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #69 snap (1-
3/4” opening) other two ends. $163.85 6’

US1-422AN 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #69N snap (1-
3/4” opening) other two ends. $163.85 6’

DUAL LEG ELASTIC TUBULAR SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS, 100% TIE-OFF – 1-15/16” synthetic webbing. 
Stretches to minimize tripping and snapping hazards. 

US1-420AS 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), elastic tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snaps on every end. $145.65 6’

US1-424AS-135A 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), elastic tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap on one end, #135A 
aluminum snap (2-1/2” opening) other end. $235.95 6’

US1-424AS 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), elastic tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #136 snap 
(2-1/4” opening) other two ends. $200.65 6’
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US1-424AS-EXT 424AS lanyard featuring an added D-ring for applications that call for an additional connection or SRL connection, 
while the lanyard remains attached to the back D-ring $215.60 6’

US1-422AS 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), elastic tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #69 snap 
(1-3/4” opening) other two ends. $187.90 6’

US1-422ASN 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off), elastic tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #69N 
snap (1-3/4” opening) other two ends. $187.90 6’

ROPE, WIRE ROPE, & WEB RESTRAINT NON-SHOCK ABSORBING LANYARDS - 1” synthetic webbing or 7/32 
coated to 9/32 vinyl covered cable. Non-shock absorbing (positioning only). 

US1-400 6’ x 1/2” rope lanyard with #74N locking snaps at each end $67.75 6’

US1-404 6’ x 1/2” rope lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #136 snap (2-1/4” opening) other end. $95.25 6’

US1-450 6’ web lanyard with #74N locking snaps at each end. $61.65 6’

US1-450B 6’ adjustable length web lanyard with #74N locking snaps at each end. $74.40 6’

US1-452 6’ web lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #69 snap (1-3/4” opening) other end $82.80 6’

US1-470 6’ vinyl coated wire rope lanyard with #74N locking snaps at each end $46.95 6’

US1-402 6’ x 1/2” rope lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #69 snap (1-3/4” opening) other end. $88.85 6’

THE U-RES-Q - The U-RES-Q is the most reliable, most secure product in alleviating Suspension Trauma.

US1-R450A 6’ shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snaps at each end, U-RES-Q built in. $182.63 6’

US1-R444A 6’ dual leg (100% tie-off) shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snap one end, #136 snaps (2-1/2” 
opening), and U-RES-Q pouches (2 total) other two ends. $361.05 6’

US1-R460A 6’ tubular shock absorbing web lanyard with #74N locking snaps at each end, U-RES-Q built in. $173.50 6’

US1-R490A 6’ x 1-3/4” shock absorbing web lanyard w/pack, #74N locking snaps at each end, U-RES-Q built in. $157.75 6’

US1-R-RETRO U-RES-Q pouch with #74 locking snap one end, D-ring other end, for use in line with lanyard and anchor. $107.40 6’

US1-R460AT Same as R460A with tether connecting U-RES-Q ladder to harness connector $202.45 6’

Rebar Assemblies positioning & restraint systems - These positioning and restraint lanyards are used in situations 
to limit free fall distances to 2’ or less. They quickly connect directly to rebar and other construction forms and 
structures. Choose between chain or webbing, non-swivel and swivel.

US1-322-WS Web positioning assembly, #69 (1-3/4” opening) snap, swivel, and two #74N locking snaps. $142.50

US1-324-C Chain positioning assembly, 12 links, #136 (2-1/4” opening) snap, no swivel, and two #74N locking snaps. $102.50

US1-324-CS Chain positioning assembly, 12 links, #136 (2-1/4” opening) snap, swivel, and two #74N locking snaps. $112.25

US1-324-W Web positioning assembly, #136 (2-1/4” opening) snap, no swivel, and two #74N locking snaps. $139.15

US1-324-WS Web positioning assembly, #136 (2-1/4” opening) snap, swivel, and two #74N locking snaps. $148.90

US1-322-W Web positioning assembly, #69 (1-3/4” opening) snap, no swivel, and two #74N locking snaps. $132.75

Self-Retracting Lifelines RENEGADE Series - Renegade series American-made SRL’s provide the durability and 
confidence expected by professionals. With 13 ft. of working capacity and quick fall-arrest capability measured in 
inches, the Renegade will never let you down.

US1-RG1-13-0 Swivel Only $297.30

US1-RG3-13-0 #354-4 1” opening, steel carabiner $312.05

US1-RG0-13-0 #74N 3/4” steel locking snap $306.45

US1-RG4-13-0 #136 2-1/4” steel locking rebar snap $327.80

US1-RG8-13-0 #62 2” Steel locking carabiner $335.00

US1-RG3-13-0S #354-4 1” opening, steel carabiner $340.00

US1-RG0-13-4 #74N 3/4” steel locking snap $327.80

US1-RG3-13-0Z #354-4 1” opening, steel carabiner $302.50

US1-RG0Z-13-0Z #Z74 3/4” steel locking snap $301.00

US1-RG4Z-13-0Z #Z136 2-1/4” steel locking rebar snap $322.85

US1-RG8-13-0Z #62 2” Steel locking carabiner $324.50
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US1-RG0Z-13-4Z #Z74 3/4” steel locking snap $322.85

Self-Retracting Lifelines ROGUE Series - Swivel anchor loop limits twisting, impact indicator tears away for visual 
inspection, short fall arrest activation, web shock-pack tear away to reduce fall forces, 400 lb. weight capacity, 
numerous options available.

US1-MRG3-0Z #354-4 1” opening, steel carabiner $295.30

US1-MRG3-0SZ #354-4 1” opening, steel carabiner $328.15

US1-MRG3-4Z #354-4 1” opening, steel carabiner $319.15

US1-MRG0Z-0Z #Z74 3/4” steel locking snap $289.60

US1-MRG0Z-4Z #Z74 3/4” steel locking snap $313.40

US1-MRG3A-6A #354-2A 7/8” aluminum carabiner $352.55

US1-MRG3A-8A #354-2A 7/8” aluminum carabiner $404.75

US1-MRG4Z-0SZ #Z136 2-1/4” steel locking rebar snap $346.30

US1-MRG1-0Z 8’ web, ‘Swivel Only - #Z74 3/4” steel locking snap $275.70

US1-MRG1-0SZ 8’ web, ‘Swivel Only - #RL-28 3/4” steel swivel locking snap $308.55

US1-MRG1-4Z 8’ web, ‘Swivel Only - #Z136 2 1/2” steel locking rebar snap $299.50

US1-MRGCM-0Z 8’ web, Cab Mount - #Z74 3/4” steel locking snap $507.25

US1-MRGCM-0SZ 8’ web, Cab Mount - #RL-28 3/4” steel swivel locking snap $540.10

US1-M2RG-0Z 8’ web, #354-6TL 1/2” steel triple-lock carabiner -#Z74 3/4” steel locking snap $570.80

US1-M2RG-0SZ 8’ web, #354-6TL 1/2” steel triple-lock carabiner - #RL-28 3/4” steel swivel locking snap $636.50

US1-M2RG-4Z 8’ web, #354-6TL 1/2” steel triple-lock carabiner - #Z136 2 1/2” steel locking rebar snap $618.45

US1-M2RG-6A 8’ web, #354-6TL 1/2” steel triple-lock carabiner - #63A 3/4” aluminum captive-eye carabiner $630.25

US1-M2RG-8A 8’ web, #354-6TL 1/2” steel triple-lock carabiner - #62A 2” aluminum locking carabiner $734.60

Self-Retracting Lifelines - Retractable lifelines provide extreme durability with high mobility! These units offer an 
extended range of movement, zero slack to eliminate tripping hazards, and a centrifugal braking system.

US1-459 8’ retractable web lanyard. A carabiner is included with every unit for anchorage attachment. $234.00 8’

US1-RL25AGZ Durable, lightweight, cast aluminum housing featuring a dual internal inertia braking system, external deceleration 
pack for ease of inspection, #354-2 carabiner for anchoring, and choice of lifeline material. Galvanized wire rope. $671.45 25’

US1-RL25ASZ
Durable, lightweight, cast aluminum housing featuring a dual internal inertia braking system, external deceleration 
pack for ease of inspection, #354-2 carabiner for anchoring, and choice of lifeline material. 25’ of stainless steel 
wire rope.

$729.00 25’

US1-RL25ATZ
Durable, lightweight, cast aluminum housing featuring a dual internal inertia braking system, external deceleration 
pack for ease of inspection, #354-2 carabiner for anchoring, and choice of lifeline material. 25’ of Technora® 
synthetic rope.

$729.00 25’

US1-RL30GZ
Super-strong cast aluminum housing featuring a dual internal inertia braking system, internal deceleration braking 
system, swivel impact indicating snap hook, #354-4 carabiner for anchoring, and choice of lifeline material. 30’ of 
galvanized wire rope.

$1,139.15 30’

US1-RL30SSZ
Super-strong cast aluminum housing featuring a dual internal inertia braking system, internal deceleration braking 
system, swivel impact indicating snap hook, #354-4 carabiner for anchoring, and choice of lifeline material. 30’ of 
stainless steel wire rope.

$1,194.80 30’

US1-RL30TZ
Super-strong cast aluminum housing featuring a dual internal inertia braking system, internal deceleration braking 
system, swivel impact indicating snap hook, #354-4 carabiner for anchoring, and choice of lifeline material. 30’ of 
Technora® synthetic rope.

$1,194.80 30’

US1-RL50GZ
Super-strong cast aluminum housing featuring a dual internal inertia braking system, internal deceleration braking 
system, swivel impact indicating snap hook, #354-4 carabiner for anchoring, and choice of lifeline material. 50’ of 
galvanized wire rope.

$1,165.00 50’

US1-RL50SSZ
Super-strong cast aluminum housing featuring a dual internal inertia braking system, internal deceleration braking 
system, swivel impact indicating snap hook, #354-4 carabiner for anchoring, and choice of lifeline material. 50’ of 
stainless steel wire rope.

$1,222.60 50’
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US1-RL50TZ
Super-strong cast aluminum housing featuring a dual internal inertia braking system, internal deceleration braking 
system, swivel impact indicating snap hook, #354-4 carabiner for anchoring, and choice of lifeline material. 50’ of 
Technora® synthetic rope.

$1,222.60 50’

US1-RL100GZ
Super-strong cast aluminum housing featuring a dual internal inertia braking system, internal deceleration braking 
system, swivel impact indicating snap hook, #354-4 carabiner for anchoring, and choice of lifeline material. 100’ 
of galvanized wire rope.

$3,299.00 100’

US1-RL100SSZ
Super-strong cast aluminum housing featuring a dual internal inertia braking system, internal deceleration braking 
system, swivel impact indicating snap hook, #354-4 carabiner for anchoring, and choice of lifeline material. 100’ 
of stainless steel wire rope.

$3,480.20 100’

US1-RL100TZ
Super-strong cast aluminum housing featuring a dual internal inertia braking system, internal deceleration braking 
system, swivel impact indicating snap hook, #354-4 carabiner for anchoring, and choice of lifeline material. 100’ 
of Technora® synthetic rope.

$3,480.50 100’

Snap Hooks & Carabiners - We offer an extensive supply of top quality one-handed operational, self-closing, 
auto-locking snap hooks & carabiners.

US1-274 Steel, twin 3/4” gate, locking spreader snap. $121.90

US1-RL-28 Steel, swivel, 3/4” gate, locking snap w/ Impact Indicator. Meets ANSI Z359.1-2007 “Z-SERIES” $57.90

US1-49 Steel, swivel, 3/4” gate, locking snap. $55.90

US1-74N Steel, 3/4” gate, locking snap. $11.00

US1-Z74 Steel, 3.6K, 3/4” gate, locking snap. Meets ANSI Z359.1-2007 “Z-SERIES” $15.65

US1-69 Steel, 1-3/4” gate, locking rebar snap. $32.15

US1-69N Steel, 1-3/4” gate, locking rebar snap. $32.15

US1-136 Steel, 2-1/4” gate, locking rebar snap. Fits many concrete forms! $38.50

US1-Z136 Steel, 3.6K, 2 1/4” gate, locking rebar snap. Meets ANSI Z359.1-2007 “Z-SERIES” $42.85

US1-62 Steel, 2” gate, twist lock scaffold hook. $44.60

US1-62R Steel, 3.6K, 2” gate, twist lock scaffold hook. Meets ANSI Z359.1-2007 “Z-SERIES” $47.80

US1-63 Steel, 3.6K, 3/4” gate, twist lock snap, 5K gate capacity. Meets ANSI Z359.1-2007 “Z-SERIES”. Lanchor Snap. $31.85

US1-354-1 Steel, 1/2” gate, twist lock carabiner. $19.70

US1-354-2Z Steel, 3.6K, 1” gate, twist lock carabiner. Meets ANSI Z359.1-2007 “Z-SERIES” $35.60

US1-354-4 Steel, 1” gate, twist lock carabiner, available in Stainless Steel (part #354-4SS) Meets ANSI Z359.1-2007 “Z-SERIES” $22.00

US1-354-5 Steel, 3/4” gate, twist lock carabiner. $28.40

US1-175 Aluminum, 1” gate, locking snap. $74.70

US1-354-2A Aluminum, 7/8” gate, twist lock carabiner. $54.70

US1-135A Aluminum, 2-1/2” gate, locking rebar snap. $56.20

US1-62A Aluminum, 2” gate, twist lock scaffold hook. $107.70

LIFELINES - These lifelines are constructed of a 5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic rope, designed for excellent 
wear, strength, and limited stretch. Standard lengths are available in 25 increments.

US1-410-25 5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic lifeline with #74N locking snaps at each end. 25’ in length. $82.80 25’

US1-410-50 5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic lifeline with #74N locking snaps at each end. 50’ in length. $106.65 50’

US1-410-75 5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic lifeline with #74N locking snaps at each end. 75’ in length. $130.30 75’

US1-410-100 5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic lifeline with #74N locking snaps at each end. 100’ in length. $154.05 100’

US1-410-150 5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic lifeline with #74N locking snaps at each end. 150’ in length. $201.55 150’

US1-410-200 5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic lifeline with #74N locking snaps at each end. 200’ in length. $229.13 200’

US1-411-25 5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic lifeline with #74N locking snaps at one end, thimble other end. 25’ in length. $73.30 25’

US1-411-50 5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic lifeline with #74N locking snaps at one end, thimble other end. 50’ in length. $97.05 50’

US1-411-75 5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic lifeline with #74N locking snaps at one end, thimble other end. 75’ in length. $120.80 75’

US1-411-100 5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic lifeline with #74N locking snaps at one end, thimble other end. 100’ in length. $144.55 100’
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US1-411-200 5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic lifeline with #74N locking snaps at one end, thimble other end. 200’ in length. $220.39 200’

US1-121-1T-25 5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic lifeline with thimble on one end. 25’ in length. $57.30 25’

US1-121-1T-50 5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic lifeline with thimble on one end. 50’ in length. $81.05 50’

US1-121-1T-100 5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic lifeline with thimble on one end. 100’ in length. $128.55 100’

US1-121-1T-200 5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic lifeline with thimble on one end. 200’ in length. $223.55 200’

US1-121-1S-25 5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic lifeline with snap on one end. 25’ in length. $66.80 25’

US1-121-1S-50 5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic lifeline with snap on one end. 50’ in length. $90.55 50’

US1-121-1S-100 5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic lifeline with snap on one end. 100’ in length. $138.05 100’

US1-121-1S-200 5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic lifeline with snap on one end. 200’ in length. $233.05 200’

US1-121-2T-25 5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic lifeline with thimbles on both ends. 25’ in length. $63.80 25’

US1-121-2T-50 5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic lifeline with thimbles on both ends. 50’ in length. $87.55 50’

US1-121-2T-100 5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic lifeline with thimbles on both ends. 100’ in length. $135.05 100’

US1-121-2T-200 5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic lifeline with thimbles on both ends. 200’ in length. $230.05 200’

ROPE - We can supply you with exactly what you need for all on-the-job applications! 

US1-116-38 3/8” Kernmantle® rope $1.70 3/8”

US1-116-716 7/16” Kernmantle® rope $1.95 7/16”

US1-116-12 1/2” Kernmantle® rope $2.20 1/2”

US1-120 1/2” 3-strand polyblend synthetic rope $1.45 1/2”

US1-121 5/8” 3-strand polyblend synthetic rope $0.95 5/8”

US1-121-N 5/8” 12-strand polyester rope $3.45 5/8”

US1-121-FN 5/8” Filament nylon rope $2.35 5/8”

US1-125-FN 3/4” Filament nylon rope $3.25 3/4”

US1-122 3/8” Polypropylene rope $0.48 3/8”

US1-123 1/2” Polypropylene rope $0.75 1/2”

US1-121RP Rope protector for vertical or horizontal use. $24.30

US1-1710 Rope termination plate for 5/8” rope lifelines without the need for knots, splicing, or crimping. (Plate ONLY - does 
not come with rope) $68.90

Rope Grabs - Rope and Wire Rope

US1-1201 Stainless steel trailing rope grab for use on 5/8” and 3/4” 3-strand synthetic rope. Attachable, detachable 
anywhere on lifeline. $250.63

US1-1201N Stainless steel trailing rope grab for use on 5/8” 3-strand synthetic rope. Attachable, detachable anywhere on 
lifeline. $130.26

US1-1202AN-3 1201N with 3’ shock absorbing lanyard attached, #74N locking snap on end. $193.00

US1-1202-3 1201 with 3’ lanyard attached, #74N locking snap on end. $284.00

US1-1202A-3 1201 with 3’ shock absorbing lanyard attached, #74N locking snap on end. $313.45

US1-1261 Trailing rope grab for use on 5/8” 3-strand synthetic rope. Comes with “gravity washer” to prevent user from 
installing incorrectly. $140.83

US1-1352A-3 Manual Rope grab, plated steel for use on 5/8” and 3-strand synthetic rope. Not attachable, detachable anywhere 
on lifeline. $118.20

US1-1401-38 Stainless steel trailing cable grab for use with 3/8” and 5/16” wire rope. $307.10

US1-1202N-3 1201N with 3’ lanyard attached, #74N locking snap on end. $163.60

US1-1262-3 1261 with 3’ lanyard attached, #74N locking snap on end. $174.20

US1-1262A-3 1261 with 3’ shock absorbing lanyard attached, #74N locking snap on end. $203.65

US1-1401A-38 Stainless steel trailing cable grab for 3/8” and 5/16” wire rope, shock absorber, and carabiner. $349.60
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ROOFER’S KITS

US1-RK-25 MRA-R double-plate roof anchor, 410 5/8” lifeline with self-locking snaps on each end, 1202AN-3 stainless 
trailing rope grab with 3’ shock absorbing lanyard, 631 full body harness, carry bag, and instruction manual. $560.70 25’

US1-RK-50 MRA-R double-plate roof anchor, 410 5/8” lifeline with self-locking snaps on each end, 1202AN-3 stainless 
trailing rope grab with 3’ shock absorbing lanyard, 631 full body harness, carry bag, and instruction manual. $588.20 50’

US1-RK-100 MRA-R double-plate roof anchor, 410 5/8” lifeline with self-locking snaps on each end, 1202AN-3 stainless 
trailing rope grab with 3’ shock absorbing lanyard, 631 full body harness, carry bag, and instruction manual. $643.20 100’

US1-RKB-1720-25
Desired roof anchor, 411 5/8” lifeline with a self-locking snap on one end and an eye thimble on the other end, 
1352A-3 manual rope grab with 3’ shock absorbing lanyard, 631 full body harness, storage bucket with lid, and 
instruction manual. 25’  kit with six 1720 anchors.

$309.15 25’

US1-RKB-1720-50
Desired roof anchor, 411 5/8” lifeline with a self-locking snap on one end and an eye thimble on the other end, 
1352A-3 manual rope grab with 3’ shock absorbing lanyard, 631 full body harness, storage bucket with lid, and 
instruction manual. 50’ kit with six 1720 anchors.

$336.65 50’

US1-RKB-1725-25
Desired roof anchor, 411 5/8” lifeline with a self-locking snap on one end and an eye thimble on the other end, 
1352A-3 manual rope grab with 3’ shock absorbing lanyard, 631 full body harness, storage bucket with lid, and 
instruction manual. 25’ kit with 1725 anchor.

$276.60 25’

US1-RKB-1725-50
Desired roof anchor, 411 5/8” lifeline with a self-locking snap on one end and an eye thimble on the other end, 
1352A-3 manual rope grab with 3’ shock absorbing lanyard, 631 full body harness, storage bucket with lid, and 
instruction manual. 50’ kit with 1725 anchor.

$304.10 50’

US1-RKB-MRA-25
Desired roof anchor, 411 5/8” lifeline with a self-locking snap on one end and an eye thimble on the other end, 
1352A-3 manual rope grab with 3’ shock absorbing lanyard, 631 full body harness, storage bucket with lid, and 
instruction manual. 25’ kit with MRA-R1 anchor.

$293.10 25’

US1-RKB-MRA-50
Desired roof anchor, 411 5/8” lifeline with a self-locking snap on one end and an eye thimble on the other end, 
1352A-3 manual rope grab with 3’ shock absorbing lanyard, 631 full body harness, storage bucket with lid, and 
instruction manual. 50’ kit with MRA-R1 anchor.

$320.60 50’

US1-RKB1715-25
Desired roof anchor, 411 5/8” lifeline with a self-locking snap on one end and an eye thimble on the other end, 
1352A-3 manual rope grab with 3’ shock absorbing lanyard, 631 full body harness, storage bucket with lid, and 
instruction manual. 25’ kit with 1715 anchor.

$298.35 25’

US1-RKB1715-50
Desired roof anchor, 411 5/8” lifeline with a self-locking snap on one end and an eye thimble on the other end, 
1352A-3 manual rope grab with 3’ shock absorbing lanyard, 631 full body harness, storage bucket with lid, and 
instruction manual. 50’ kit with 1715 anchor.

$325.85 50’

ROOF ANCHORS

US1-MRA-R1 Removable/reusable roof anchor (single plate) with screws. $39.70

US1-MRA-R Removable/reusable roof anchor (double plate) with screws. $87.95

US1-1715 Removable/reusable roof anchor with single D-ring attachment, as shown. Nails are included. $44.95

US1-1720 Disposable roof anchor bracket for use with carabiner, as shown. Nails are included. $9.30

US1-1725 Disposable roof anchor with single D-ring attachment, as shown. Nails are included. $23.25

US1-1730 Permanent roof anchor with single D-ring attachment, as shown. Nails are included. $37.45

US1-1740 Permanent roof anchor with double D-ring attachment. Nails are included. $44.95

US1-1791
Roof mount assembly for variable pitch steel, metal or wood roofs. Mounts anywhere on the roof, rotates 360° for 
maximum maneuverability and safety, comes as anchor ONLY. Retractable lifeline purchased separately, choose 
from: RL25, RL30, or RL50 Series retracts Mounting hardware included.

$428.40

US1-1792-18
Roof mount assembly for variable pitch standing seam metal roofs. Mounts anywhere on the roof, rotates 360° for 
maximum maneuverability and safety, comes as anchor ONLY in 12”-18” or 24”-36” sizes. Retractable lifeline 
purchased separately, choose from: RL25, RL30, or RL50 Series retracts. Mounting hardware included.

$550.00

TIE-OFF STRAP ANCHORS - Tie-off strap anchors wrap around I-beams and other structures to form a secure 
attachment point for lanyards or other connecting devices.

US1-1122HD 22” single D-ring tie-off strap made of 1” nylon webbing. $30.65 22”

US1-1124K 2’ single D-ring Kevlar® tie-off strap. $92.80 2’

US1-1124 2’ Single D-ring tie-off strap. $39.85 2’

US1-1136 3’ Single D-ring tie-off strap. $42.40 3’
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US1-1148 4’ Single D-ring tie-off strap. $45.00 4’

US1-1160 5’ Single D-ring tie-off strap. $47.50 5’

US1-1172 6’ Single D-ring tie-off strap. $50.05 6’

US1-1196 8’ Single D-ring tie-off strap. $55.15 8’

US1-1324 2’ Double D-ring tie-off strap. $39.85 2’

US1-1336 3’ Double D-ring tie-off strap. $41.17 3’

US1-1348 4’ Double D-ring tie-off strap. $42.50 4’

US1-1372 6’ Double D-ring tie-off strap. $45.10 6’

US1-1396 8’ Double D-ring tie-off strap. $47.70 8’

US1-1324-WP 2’ Double D-ring tie-off strap with 3” wear pad. $41.45 2’

US1-1336-WP 3’ Double D-ring tie-off strap with 3” wear pad. $53.40 3’

US1-1348-WP 4’ Double D-ring tie-off strap with 3” wear pad. $56.45 4’

US1-1372-WP 6’ Double D-ring tie-off strap with 3” wear pad. $62.50 6’

BEAM TROLLEY & BEAM ANCHOR

US1-106 This Beam Trolley is adjustable and slides along the beam with the worker for maximum mobility, The flange width 
is adjustable from 3”-8” and provides a maximum capacity rating of 400 lbs. $723.60

US1-1700

Adjustable sliding beam anchor for 3-1/2” to 12” wide flange, up to 1-1/4” thick. Can be used on the top or 
bottom of an I-beam, and will slide along the beam as the worker moves. The unit features double stainless springs, 
double action one-handed quick release latches, double-toothed latches for added strength, a centered D-ring to 
prevent jamming for a smoother slide, and an ultimate tensile rating of 5,000 lbs.

$293.60

US1-1702
Adjustable sliding beam anchor for 3-1/2” to 12” wide flange, up to 1-1/4” thick. Can be used on the top or 
bottom of an I-beam, and will slide along the beam as the worker moves. The unit features a quick release latch for 
one handed operation, and a floating D-ring. It has an ultimate tensile rating of 5,000 lbs.

$323.60

STEEL ANCHORAGE CONNECTORS - Steel anchorage connectors are removable/ reusable, and are made to be 
mounted on solid steel structures and/or steel I-beams.

US1-1550 D-bolt anchor for up to 4” working thickness includes a 5/8” bolt assembly. $51.70

US1-1701 Bolt-on Anchor Plate with D-ring. $63.70

US1-1769 Spring action Girder Anchor offers one-handed operation for a variety of applications. Fits 3/4” - 1” hole diameter, 
maximum 1” thick material. $284.65

US1-1775-S3 1/4” stainless steel anchor plate, six ply webbing, plated steel D-ring, and 3” bolt, washers & nut for steel 
applications. $86.75

CONCRETE ANCHORAGE CONNECTORS - Disposable concrete anchor straps (1124C & 1124CND) are designed to 
provide temporary anchorage in concrete. The 1-3/4” wide abrasion resistant webbing and forged steel D-ring are 
rated at 5,000 lbs.

US1-1124C 2’ Concrete anchor strap with D-ring. $11.40 2’

US1-1136C 3’ Concrete anchor strap with D-ring. $13.13 3’

US1-1148C 4’ Concrete anchor strap with D-ring. $14.78 4’

US1-1124C-CASE 2’ Concrete anchor strap with D-ring. Case of 40. $446.90 2’

US1-1136C-CASE 3’ Concrete anchor strap with D-ring. Case of 40. $514.50 3’

US1-1148C-CASE 4’ Concrete anchor strap with D-ring. Case of 40. $579.20 4’

US1-1124CND 2’ concrete anchor strap with web loop. $9.00 2’

US1-1136CND 3’ concrete anchor strap with web loop. $10.70 3’

US1-1148CND 4’ concrete anchor strap with web loop. $12.43 4’

US1-1124CND-CASE 2’ concrete anchor strap with web loop. Case of 40. $353.80 2’

US1-1136CND-CASE 3’ concrete anchor strap with web loop. Case of 40. $418.50 3’

US1-1148CND-CASE 4’ concrete anchor strap with web loop. Case of 40. $487.10 4’
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US1-TC100 Concrete anchor that is placed through a hole in the concrete floor, providing workers on a lower level an over-head 
anchor. $117.50

US1-1770 Portable and reusable concrete hole anchor, rated to 5,000 lbs. Can be used for vertical and overhead concrete 
applications. $224.75

US1-1775 Concrete anchor with 1/4” stainless steel anchor plate, six ply webbing, and plated steel D-ring. $71.15

US1-1780-24 ColumnCrete Anchor is a reusable two person anchor point for concrete columns. Attach to the D-rings with shock 
absorbing lanyards, retractable lanyards, or other connecting devices. 24” in length.. $215.00 24”

US1-1780-36 ColumnCrete Anchor is a reusable two person anchor point for concrete columns. Attach to the D-rings with shock 
absorbing lanyards, retractable lanyards, or other connecting devices. 36” in length. $220.80 36”

US1-1785 The Door Jamb Anchor is designed to be used as a temporary anchor that mounts in door or window openings from 
24” to 43” wide. $659.15

US1-1789 The Parapet Wall Anchor is designed to provide a single worker with a portable, temporary anchorage on parapet 
walls up to 20” thick. $512.35

US1-1790 The rail anchor is designed to meet the needs of those workers that are working on railway line that requires a 
compliant means to anchor a personal fall arrest system. $477.65

MULTI-USE ANCHORAGE CONNECTORS - Multi-use anchorage devices can be used in a variety of applications, 
however some limitations may apply. 

US1-1824 24” Anchor Strap rated to 400 lbs. is designed for use on scaffolding, pipe, or angle iron. Features one-handed 
operating rebar snap #135, and connecting D-ring on the other end. $93.65

US1-1503 5” stainless steel wire hook anchor is rated to 400 lbs, and can connect to various approved anchorages including 
railings, smaller I-beams, angle iron or scaffolding. $95.15

US1-4150 4’ Boom strap anchor attaches to boom quickly and easily with friction buckle design. Featuring 1-3/4” polyester 
webbing and coated steel hardware provides a minimum tensile rating of 5,000 lbs. $32.20

US1-4157 5’ Boom strap with ratchet. $76.10

HORIZONTAL LIFELINE SYSTEMS - Manufactured of synthetic rope or wire rope, horizontal lifeline systems allow 
one or two workers (up to 310 lbs. each) to remain tied off while in horizontal transition between two anchor points.

US1-RHL-30 30’ or 60’ temporary rope HLL with tensioner, tie off straps, and carry bucket. $759.75 30’

US1-RHL-60 30’ or 60’ temporary rope HLL with tensioner, tie off straps, and carry bucket. $852.40 60’

US1-RHLD-30 30’ or 60’ temporary, low stretch rope HLL with in line shock absorber, tensioner, tie off straps, and carry bucket. $872.95 30’

US1-RHLD-60 30’ or 60’ temporary, low stretch rope HLL with in line shock absorber, tensioner, tie off straps, and carry bucket. $988.70 60’

US1-CHL-30 30’ or 60’ temporary wire rope HLL with in line shock absorber, tie off straps, connectors, and carry bucket. $800.85 30’

US1-CHL-60 30’ or 60’ temporary wire rope HLL with in line shock absorber, tie off straps, connectors, and carry bucket. $868.60 60’

TRAVERSE TEMPORARY HORIZONTAL LIFELINE SYSTEMS - The TRAVERSE Series temporary horizontal lifeline of-
fers ideal protection when an overhead anchorage does not exist, allowing up to two workers to tie off in each span. 

US1-TRV20S12 20’ system (6”-12” wide base) $1,477.50

US1-TRV30S12 30’ system (6”-12” wide base) $1,512.50

US1-TRV40S12 40’ system (6”-12” wide base) $1,527.50

US1-TRV50S12 50’ system (6”-12” wide base) $1,541.25

US1-TRV60S12 60’ system (6”-12” wide base) $1,553.75

US1-TRV120S12 120’ system (6”-12” wide base) $2,475.00

US1-TRV-S12 Stanchion for 6”-12” wide base $476.40

US1-TRV-S18 Stanchion for 12”-18” wide base $488.15

US1-TRV-S24 Stanchion for 18”-24” wide base $498.75

US1-TRV-S36 Stanchion for 24”-36” wide base $533.75

US1-TRV-PASS Bypass/pass-thru bracket $63.25

LADDER/RIGID RAIL CLIMBING SYSTEMS - Rigid rail climbing systems provide maximum climbing safety for 
workers in a multitude of applications
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US1-1-1100-AR Anodized aluminum climbing rail, with all mounting hardware included. $21.40

US1-1-1105-SS 316 stainless steel climbing rail with all mounting hardware included. $70.65

US1-1-1100-CR Curved anodized aluminum climbing rail, with all mounting hardware included. Priced on 
application

US1-2-1200A-AT Climbing trolley for straight, vertical aluminum rail $499.40

US1-2-1223-AT Aluminum trolley for horizontal rails $489.05

US1-2-1221A-AT Aluminum climbing trolley for curved/straight climbing rail. $512.35

US12-1224A-AT Climbing trolley for stainless steel & aluminum climbing rails. $608.10

US1-5-1501 54” removable aluminum extension rail $256.20

US1-5-1502B 42” removable stainless steel extension rail. $496.80

LADDER LOCK SYSTEM - Ladder Lock System is constructed of heavy-gauge, rust proof aluminum. The braces and 
hardware are made of galvanized heavy gauge steel.

US1-4-1000 Climbing trolley for straight, vertical aluminum rail $1,437.50

RESCUE, RECOVERY, & CONFINED SPACE SYSTEMS

US1-R50G Galvanized R50 Series Unit self-retracting lifeline $2,626.35 50’

US1-R50SS Stainless steel R50 Series Unit self-retracting lifeline $2,688.90 50’

US1-R50T Technora® R50 Series Unit self-retracting lifeline $2,683.90 50’

US1-MW50G Galvanized MW Series. Manufactured of a rugged steel frame and drum, the unit includes a #45 pulley, and a 
carabiner for attaching the line to an anchor such as a tripod. $711.60 50’

US1-MW50SS Stainless steel MW Series. Manufactured of a rugged steel frame and drum, the unit includes a #45 pulley, and a 
carabiner for attaching the line to an anchor such as a tripod. $769.15 50’

US1-MW50T Technora® MW Series. Manufactured of a rugged steel frame and drum, the unit includes a #45 pulley, and a 
carabiner for attaching the line to an anchor such as a tripod. $769.15 50’

US1-MW100G Galvanized MW Series. Manufactured of a rugged steel frame and drum, the unit includes a #45 pulley, and a 
carabiner for attaching the line to an anchor such as a tripod. $866.85 100’

US1-MW100SS Stainless steel MW Series. Manufactured of a rugged steel frame and drum, the unit includes a #45 pulley, and a 
carabiner for attaching the line to an anchor such as a tripod. $939.90 100’

US1-MW100T Technora® MW Series. Manufactured of a rugged steel frame and drum, the unit includes a #45 pulley, and a 
carabiner for attaching the line to an anchor such as a tripod. $939.90 100’

US1-TP7 7’ aluminum tripod, 2 attachment points on head. $892.70 7’

US1-TP9 9’ aluminum tripod, 2 attachment points on head. $1,125.60 9’

US1-S50G-7 TP7 tripod, R50G rescue unit. $3,519.00

US1-S50SS-7 TP7 tripod, R50SS rescue unit. $3,576.60

US1-R50G-TP7 TP7 tripod, R50G rescue unit, 204 bag $3,615.70

US1-R50SS-TP7 TP7 tripod, R50SS rescue unit, 204 bag $3,673.25

US1-S50G-M7 TP7 tripod, R50G rescue unit, MW50G work winch. $4,230.60

US1-S50SS-M7 TP7 tripod, R50SS rescue unit, MW50G work winch. $4,288.15

US1-FCPQ200 Complete Quad Pod System. Comes with 4-leg mobile base, boom, R50G, and MW50G. $8,482.90

US1-FCPBOOM FCPQ200 boom only $2,020.00

US1-FCPBASE-FOUR-
LEG Quad Pod 4-leg base ONLY (does not include Davit arm). $3,125.00

US1-FCPD300 Complete Quad Pod System. Comes with permanent mount base, riser post, boom, R50G, and MW50G. $7,877.90

US1-FCPD300BASE FCPD300 boom only $1,858.40

US1-FCPD300BASE Davit Base ONLY. (does not include Davit Arm or Riser Pole.) Many bases can be purchased and mounted, and the 
Riser Pole and Davit Arm can be interchanged. $1,292.50

US1-FCPRISER Riser pole for Davit Base $1,227.50
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US1-199D Manually operated controlled descent device and a 354-2 carabiner. $381.95

US1-199-50 50’ of rope with thimble eye on one end, two #354-2 carabiners, 199D controlled descent device, and drawstring 
carry bag. $558.25 50’

US1-199-100 100’ of rope with thimble eye on one end, two #354-2 carabiners, 199D controlled descent device, and drawstring 
carry bag. $655.28 100’

US1-199-200 200’ of rope with thimble eye on one end, two #354-2 carabiners, 199D controlled descent device, and drawstring 
carry bag. $849.35 200’

US1-99B-50 Personal self raise/lower system comes complete with 50’ working length of 3/8” Kernmantle rope, ascender 
handle with attached lanyard, 2 carabiners and carry bag $2,187.50 50’

US1-99B-75 Personal self raise/lower system comes complete with 75’ working length of 3/8” Kernmantle rope, ascender 
handle with attached lanyard, 2 carabiners and carry bag $2,412.50 75’

US1-99B-100 Personal self raise/lower system comes complete with 100’ working length of 3/8” Kernmantle rope, ascender 
handle with attached lanyard, 2 carabiners and carry bag $2,637.50 100’

US1-99B-150 Personal self raise/lower system comes complete with 150’ working length of 3/8” Kernmantle rope, ascender 
handle with attached lanyard, 2 carabiners and carry bag $3,087.50 150’

US1-99B-200 Personal self raise/lower system comes complete with 200’ working length of 3/8” Kernmantle rope, ascender 
handle with attached lanyard, 2 carabiners and carry bag $3,537.50 200’

US1-RPR-25 RPCC-12 rescue pole assembly with bag & 25’ 99B System 99 with bag. $2,608.15 25’

US1-RPR-50 RPCC-12 rescue pole assembly with bag & 50’ 99B System 99 with bag. $2,839.75 50’

US1-RPCC-12 6’-12’ extendable rescue pole, carabiner holding clip, 354-2Z twist-lock carabiner w/ 1” gate, and 12” tagline, and 
bag. 99B System 99 NOT included. $306.84

CONFINED SPACE ACCESSORIES

US1-204 16”x12”x10” hard bottom carry bag with handle and velcro closure. $111.90

US1-45 Split pulley, stainless sheave, aluminum sides $131.85

US1-354-2Z Twist-lock carabiner, 1” gate. $35.61

US1-354-5 Twistlock carabiner, 3/4” gate. $28.37

US1-207 Wristlets $28.00

US1-207Y Wristlets with yoke $53.20

US1-207YL Wristlets (pair) with yoke and 25’ tagline $102.75

US1-702Y Web yoke with spreader bar. $120.15

US1-WL-10 10’ Web ladder with 1-1/4” diameter round fiberglass rungs, two #354-2 carabiners $441.25 10’

US1-WL-20 20’ Web ladder with 1-1/4” diameter round fiberglass rungs, two #354-2 carabiners $815.00 20’

US1-WL-30 30’ Web ladder with 1-1/4” diameter round fiberglass rungs, two #354-2 carabiners $1,188.75 30’

US1-WL-40 40’ Web ladder with 1-1/4” diameter round fiberglass rungs, two #354-2 carabiners $1,562.50 40’

US1-WL-50 50’ Web ladder with 1-1/4” diameter round fiberglass rungs, two #354-2 carabiners $1,936.25 50’

US1-203 17” x 8.5” x 8.5” carry bag with handle and zipper closure. $61.45

US1-206 7’ tripod carrying bag $136.65 7’

US1-206-9 9’ tripod carrying bag $156.55 9’

US1-208 8.5” dia. x 12” h Drawstring bag. $21.00

US1-208-1 11” dia. x 14” h Drawstring bag. $26.05

US1-211 Lanyard pouch. $28.45

US1-220 8” x 4” x 10” nut and bolt bag with tool belt loops and velcro closure. $71.00
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ORDER SHEET    Date____________

Fax order to 1-814-455-9336

Credit Card#:_________________________________________ Expiration Date:_______________ CCV:____________

Signature:___________________________________________________________________________________________

BILL TO: 

Name:

Company:

Address:

City:         State:        Zip:

Phone #:

Email:

SHIP TO: 

Name: 

Company: 

Address:

City:                                     State:               Zip:

Please note that all orders are non-returnable.

One-Time Credit Card Payment Authorization

By signing this form you give us permission to debit your account for the amount indicated below. This is 
permission for a single transaction only and does not provide authorization for any additional debts or 
credits to your account.

PRODUCT CODE: DESCRIPTION: QUANTITY: PRICE:

TOTAL:
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PARTIAL CLIENT LIST:

• 20th Century Fox
• Archer Daniels Midland
• Brookhaven National Lab
• E & J Gallo
• Harvard University
• Missouri D.O.T.
• New England Patriots
• New York D.O.T.

• New York Department of   
   Parks & Recreation
• New Mexico National Guard
• NOAA, Juneau, AK
• Ohio D.O.T.
• O.C.S. - Quantico, Va
• Parker Hannifin
• Pennsylvania D.O.T.

• PGA Tour
• Smithsonian National 
   Zoological Park
• U.S. Department of Energy
• U.S. Fish and Wildlife
• U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
• Weyerhaeuser 
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and we have the solution!
NEW OSHA REQUIREMENT

1910.28(b)(1)
Unprotected sides and edges.

1910.28(b)(1)(i)
Except as provided elsewhere in this section, the employer 
must ensure that each employee on a walking-working 
surface with an unprotected side or edge that is 4 feet 
(1.2 m) or more above a lower level is protected from falling 
by one or more of the following:

1910.28(b)(1)(i)(A)
Guardrail systems;

1910.28(b)(1)(i)(B)
Safety net systems; or

1910.28(b)(1)(i)(C)
Personal fall protection systems, such as personal fall 
arrest, travel restraint, or positioning systems

ARE YOU 
OSHA COMPLIANT???

A division of National Tool Grinding, Inc.  ©2019 National Tool Grinding, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

US Safety Equipment
1514 Veshecco Dr. Erie, PA 16501 USA


